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Cost Accounting in Sound Business Decisions
by WILLIAM E. ARNSTEIN
Management Engineering Division, S. D. Leidesdorf & Co., New York, N. Y.

The road to continuing improvement of tort data in forming bates for
decisions of many types which the management of a business must
make from day to day is traced in this article which, following an
introduction directed to mention of th e uses of cost information and
the part of the cost accountant, develops illustrative situations in which
discerning recognition of variable costs soundly discloses the effects of
alternative courses of action.

GROWTH OF COST ACCOUNTING in the last thirty years has been phenomenal. It is no longer necessary for cost accountants to convince most
managements of the necessity for an adequate cost system. Cost accounting, like
the automobile, is here to stay.
It is generally recognized that cost accounting serves two distinct purposes:

T1HE

It provides a record of costs of each
product, operation or function from
period to period and shows the trend of
such costs and how they compare with
standards or budgets. The most important requirement for this purpose is that
the methods of charging and allocating
costs to the various products or operations should be reasonably logical and
completely consistent in the various

periods. The use of these figures is to
highlight changes for purposes of investigation and correction. Broadly, this
is cost accounting for control.
2. It provides a record of current costs of
each product or operation or function
for purposes of determining sales and
operating policies, including financial,
production and purchasing decisions.

Cost accounting for control is generally well understood. However, when cost
figures are used in making major policy decisions, top management requires
guidance in selecting the proper "cost" to use. This paper is written partly to
crystallize the problem for the cost accountant and partly to indicate to top management the role cost accounting personnel can play in policy decisions.
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Cost Accounting Approach —And Some Limitations
Theoretically, there is only one way to determine the effect a decision will
have on costs. This way requires forecasting the profit and loss statement for
the whole company, first on the assumption that the decision is made one way
and, then reforecasting the profit and loss statement (again for the whole company) assuming that the decision is made the other way. The profit and loss
forecast which shows the best net profit will determine which way to make the
decision. However, although the majority of decisions are made on the basis of
profit comparison, there are real limitations affecting certain decisions.
Cost elements are generally the most important factor entering into management decisions, but they are not, by any means, the only factor. It must be understood that policy decisions frequently depend on elements not connected
with costs at all. There are many businesses in which expenses have been accepted to protect the company against war risks, to cooperate with the government in times of emergency, to train the company president's son or to educate
the public in the advantages of the democratic way of life. Factors such as the
foregoing cannot be expected to show a profit through any analysis of cost elements.
In addition to factors just mentioned, totally unrelated to cost, there are a
number of other factors directly related to profits which will not affect the alternative profit and loss forecast calculations. For example, alternative profit and
loss forecasts are rarely made in terms of more than a single year. Certain decisions, such as the reduction of staff in the research department, might well appear favorable for the year but unfavorable if a twenty -year forecast was considered. A twenty -year forecast is neither practical nor desirable. Nevertheless
a long -range outlook requires that a one -year forecast be viewed in its proper
perspective.
Still another element which does not show in the profit and loss forecast comparison is the effect of a decision on the company's balance sheet. Certain decisions might appear profitable but might, at the same time, temporarily weaken
the company's financial position to the point where it could no longer secure
credit or at which it might be vulnerable to any dip in economic conditions.

Short -Cuts to Cost Data for Comparison —and Dangers
Unfortunately, the alternative profit and loss forecast is more theoretical than
practical. Although there are instances in industry in which it is now being
used and although there are other instances in which the extra expense of mak1164
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ing such a forecast would more than repay itself, it is still true that the procedure
is cumbersome for minor decisions and can present insuperable obstacles where
the decision is not isolated but is one of an inter - related group of decisions. In
any event, short -cuts are available and should be used.
The best short -cut and the one most frequently used is to compare cost figures
already appearing in accounting analyses or which can be readily obtained from
existing records. However, a real danger exists at this point. There is a strong
tendency on the part of many managements to use "cost" figures without considering for what purpose they were originally compiled and in so doing to
misinterpret the effect on net profit of the changes being contemplated.
Examples of even less formal approaches involving almost no recourse to
recorded data, are easy to cite. Perhaps the president, sales manager or treasurer
of the ABC company learns that a competitor is offering a product comparable
to one of its own at a lower price. Shall the ABC Company cut its price? The
president reaches for the back of an envelope. The company's gross profit (i.e.,
profit above manufacturing cost) on this product is now so much, a cut to meet
the competition will reduce it to so much which will be insufficient to meet the
average general expense percentage but may be better than nothing. The decision is made one way or the other and the envelope is thrown away. The chances
are that none of the company's executives with special training in cost accounting was even consulted.

The Cost Accountant's Part
The cost accountant or cost - minded controller has a real contribution to make
in providing proper information on which to base management decisions. In
the above case, he would first reject the gross profit calculation as being inapplicable. The proper "cost" in this case is not the manufacturing cost. Rock bottom prices in a manufacturing industry are related to prime cost (direct materials
and direct labor) plus certain overhead items which are apt to decrease with
the abandoning of substantial volume. These items would vary from calculation
to calculation, as more fully explained later. In the second place, the cost accountant would request sales estimates at various price levels in the face of the
new competition and would not be satisfied until he had determined which combination of price and its probable resulting volume would provide the greatest
dollar margin above variable costs. In considering this problem, the possibility
should not be overlooked that the competitor who had cut his price (or other
competitors) might further adjust prices if the ABC Company made a change.
The up -to -date cost accountant will also suggest a change in thinking with
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respect to use of cost data. To the extent that unit costs have in fact been used
in determining management's decisions, it has been usual to think in terms of
categories of product prime costs, product manufacturing expenses and product
selling and administrative expenses. This approach is almost always misleading
because it does not get to the effect of alternatives. For nearly all purposes, decisions can be best made by considering the variable components of factory, selling, and administrative costs for each product as a unit. (The common classification, "semi- variable ", can be broken down into its theoretical fixed and
variable components, on an estimated basis, if necessary.) The fixed cost does
not affect the decision but is merely absorbed by the variable profit, (i.e., the
complement of the variable cost). The cost accountant can readily prove this
by the calculation of comparative profit and loss statements, if other members
of management seem doubtful.
Although the division of total cost into its fixed and variable components will
answer virtually every policy question, great care must be taken that this division is correct for the specific purpose for which it is used. For example, factory
rent may be considered a fixed expense for the great majority of decisions which
will have to be made. However, factory rent becomes a variable in a decision
involving a level of production which cannot be handled within the walls of the
present plant. A somewhat more common example is the acceptance of executives' salaries as a fixed expense. This may be wrong if the decision involves a
substantial reduction of some particular phase of the business for an indefinite
period. In such a case it may be perfectly possible to eliminate one or more
executives whose main activities are connected with the phase of the business in
question.
Even costs generally considered as proportionately variable can occasionally
cause errors of this type. Direct labor may be a certain amount per unit until
projected volume reaches a point warranting assembly -line techniques. Similarly, a drop in production levels may force retention of higher priced laborers
due to personnel policies or the seniority clause of a union agreement.
The average executive is far too busy to determine for each decision which
costs shall be considered fixed and which shall be considered variable. The cost
accountant, on the other hand, has acquired considerable information on this
subject through his regular work in connection with the accumulation of costs
for control purposes. A very little extra time will ordinarily enable him to put
cost figures the company has already gathered and paid for into a form usable
for policy formation. The trend of thought can perhaps be indicated by the
somewhat oversimplified discussion of four types of problems, given in the remainder of this article.
1166
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Case 1 —Wakeor Bay
The ABC Company's purchasing agent
tain stampings which the company was
stamper it ma y result in a saving. The
elements) will consist of compu ting the
the parts. This cost will consist of:

is urged by a sub - contractor to purchase cermaking. As the offer comes from a low -cost
cost element of the decision (there a re other
outside stamper's price with ABC's "cost" of

I. Raw materials including trim, ends and
average spoilage.
2. Direct labor.
3. An allowance for reduction of those
items of overhead which would be reduced by subcontracting this part. These
would probably include social security
taxes, bonus and vacation pay applicable

to the payroll costs, stamping die wear
and tear, lubricating oil, etc. Depending
on the size of the job they might include
department supervision, timekeeping and
sweeping. It is unlikely that they would
include any occupancy accounts, machinery depreciation, general supervision
or the like.

When there is a standard cost system with a flexible budget, a quick check
may be obtained through the relationship of the flexible overhead standard percentage changes to volume changes. In other words, if the subcontracting will
have the effect of reducing volume from normal to 90 per cent of normal and
the flexible standard indicates that the overhead percentage to direct labor is 1 5 0
per cent at normal and 1 6 0 per cent at 90 per cent of normal volume, then the
overhead saving on each dollar of direct labor saved is 6 0 ¢ as illustrated by the
following table:

Normal operations
90% Normal operations

DIRECT LABOR

OVERHEAD %

$10.00
9.00

150%
160%

1.00

OVERHEAD
AMOUNT

$15.00
14.40
$ .60

Thus, assuming that the outside stamper offered to supply the part for $3.00 and
it was found that the company's cost of materials, including waste, was $1.00
and the company's cost of direct labor was $ 1 . 2 0 , the incorrect and correct calculations would be as follows:
Materials
Direct labor
Overhead (allocated as 150% of direct labor)
Additional overhead (60¢ per $1 of direct labor)
Total

INCORRECT

CORRECT

$1.00
1.20
1.80

$1.00
1.20
.72

Outside stamper's price

$4.00
3.00

$2.92
3.00

Gain or (loss) from outside purchase

$1.00

$(.08)

On the basis of the above calculation, an apparent gain of $ 1 . 0 0 per unit becomes a loss of 8¢ per unit when the outside stamper's price is compared to the
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company's out -of- pocket costs for making the part. Accordingly, it would be
well to refuse the outside stamper's offer unless this factor is outweighed by
other factors, such as the necessity for increasing fixed costs, the likelihood of
inconveniencing other products, or the likelihood of perpetuating an irregular
seasonal employment pattern.

Case 2— Purchase of Labor- Saving Machinery
The ABC Company's engineer hears of some labor- saving machinery which will
eliminate three men. The cost element in determining whether to invest (again not the
only element) will depend on the relative carrying "cost" of the new machine and the
"cost" of the present operation.
The "cost" of the new machine will include depreciation or obsolescence, interest on
additional investment (if the company will need to borrow for this purpose), estimated
annual repairs, power and certain supplies, such as lubricating oil. It will include the
labor needed to operate the machine. The "cost" of the labor saved will be the labor
required annually under the old method plus the overhead actually saved by this reduction in labor, figured much the same way as in the "make -or -buy" decision in (a) above.
A tabular presentation of the facts might look like this:
ANNUAL COSTS AT NORMAL PRODUCTION

$10,000
1,000
400
200
20
$11,620

Saving

NEW METHOD
$

OLD METHOD

Direct labor
Supervision
Payroll taxes
Maintenance
Depreciation (on scrap value of old machine only)

4,000
1,000
160
2,000
4,000

$11,160
$460

In questions of this type, it is particularly important to show the results at
varying levels of production. The saving from the new method shown above
is $460 per year. If it is assumed that the maximum production is 20 per cent
above normal, the saving would be $1,348 as shown below, but the loss at 50
per cent of normal production would be $1,760.
ANNUAL COSTS
AT M AXIMUM PRO DUCTION
OLD METHOD

Direct labor
Supervision
Payrolltaxes
Maintenance
Depreciation

Saving (loss)

NEW METHOD

AT 50% OF NORMAL PRODUCTION
OLD METHOD

NEW METHOD

$12,000
1,000
480
240
20

$ 4,800
1,000
192
2,400
4,000

$5,000
1,000
200
100
20

$2,000
1,000
80
1,000
4,000

$13,740

$12,392

$6,320

$8,080

$ 1,348

($1,760)

In this case, the possibility of severe loss, should economic conditions force a
1168
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cu rt a i lm en t to 5 0 p e r ce nt

of

n o r m a l pr od u ct i on , m i g h t offset the li k e li ho od

modera te ga ins a t norma l or ma ximu m produ ction.

Case 3— Non - Competitive Pricing
The ABC Company is seeking a price a t which initially to offer and advertise a new
product which is a non - competitive item in the sense that such products are for sale at
many prices and the company's model is not specifically identified with any competitive
model. The sales manager estimates the number which can be sold at each price and the
cost accountant then figures the point of greatest net profit. Although it is quite likely
that the new product will require investment in tools and dies; if not in machinery, the
carrying cost of this investment does not enter into the ca lculation because it wou ld be
the sa me at all prices, unless more than the minimum a mount of machinery is required
to meet the sales assumed for the lower price ra nges. The exception to this rule is
in situa tions where it is known tha t a tool or die will wear ou t in a certa in nu mber of
uses. In this case, the cost wou ld ha ve to be inclu ded in order to compare correctly
the profit as between volu me production a t a low price a nd lesser produ ction at a high
price. Although many companies allocate fixed costs, such as executive salaries, occupancy, fire insurance, etc. according to sales volume, machine hours, labor dollars or
some other measure of volume, these costs should not be included in this ca lcu lation
because their totals would not vary in the various assumptions. The resulting cost will,
of course, be quite low. If the calculations are correctly made, it is still true that
the price selected will indicate the greatest benefit to the company becau se it provides
the greatest total margin to cover fixed costs. Nevertheless, care must be taken that all
produ cts a re not priced on a ba sis which permits them to contribute toward overhead
but which does not cover their proportion of fixed costs and a reasonable profit. In
other words, it is perfectly possible that this calculation for a particular item will
indicate a low price and a high volu me, bu t the volu me ma y be such that it squeezes
out other products or prospective products which wou ld provide a better margin. This
must be judged in the light of the pa rticular circu msta nces in the plant.
Al t h o u g h t h e sa l e s m a n a g e r h a s p r o v i d e d a n e st i m a t e of qu a n ti t i es t o b e so l d
at ea ch pr ic e level, o n e m o r e ca lcu la tion is possible. T h e cost a cco u nt a nt ca n
figu re the pro fit at ea ch qu a nti ty level sh o u l d t h e sa l e s m a n a g e r 's estima tes
pr ic e s re q u i re d to r e a c h su ch l e v el s b e 1 0 p e r c e n t h i g h o r 1 0 p e r c e n t
costs to pr o d u c e va riou s qu a n tit ies

will a l r e a d y

h a v e b e e n figu red, it

of
low. As
is mer ely

nec essa ry to su bsti tu te the ne w sa l e s price. As i n t h e p r e v i o u s e x a m p l e , it m a y
de v e l o p tha t the possibility

of a se ve re loss ou t wei g h s the prob a bil ity
mo d er a te pr o fi t , a s l a r g e r v o l u m e s a r e so u g h t t h r o u g h p r i c e r e d u c t i o n .

of

a

Case 4— Competitive Pricing
The ABC Company's chief competitor cuts his price on a particular item. Unless the
price cut is met, ABC is ou t of bu siness on this item. The price cut appears ruinous.
The prime cost plus the saving in overhead, should production be stopped, is the ou t of- pocket cost of continuing to produce. This out -of- pocket cost may then be compared
to the proposed selling price.
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If this comparison is unfavorable, it will not pay to operate for long. Even
should the comparison be favorable, it may still not pay to keep the division
operating. This will depend on how many of the so- called fixed costs are fixed
to the extent that they continue even when a division is closed down indefinitely.

The General Utility of Alternative Calculations
The above illustrations are intended to indicate the type of calculation which
is made for the purpose of arriving at the same answer as if alternative profit
and loss statements were set up for each proposed assumption. A paper such as
this cannot possibly cover all of the very many types of management decisions
in which costs play an important role. However, the approach is the same in
all cases, although the costs which are to be considered fixed and those which
are to be considered variable will depend on the type of problem and the probable duration of the basic factors on which the decision rests.
Although most people would agree with these principles, many are inclined
to forget them, to be unsure as to the specific method of arriving at the cost
element of the decision or to use a short -cut which conceals the true cost elements. One such short -cut is to use the book cost (usually the total cost) and
then to say to oneself, "that is a little high, as it is contributing to overhead."
This method may give the correct answer in some instances, but will give totally
misleading and incorrect answers in other instances, because there is no disclosure of fixed costs involved and no attention to the segregation of fixed and
variable costs peculiar to the situation.
Although the illustrations which have been given all concern themselves with
factory costs, it should not be overlooked that there are fixed and variable components of selling, administrative and general expense as well. For example,
the cost of the annual catalog is very nearly a fixed expense, whereas salesmen's
commissions are apt to be a variable expense. (Of course, salesmen's commissions cannot be cut below the point where salesmen are no longer supported
by the territory they can economically cover.) Similarly, the office manager and
the telephone operator may well be considered fixed expenses but the billing
machine operation in many organizations is a variable expense.
The illustrations also show the necessity for making alternative calculations
to disclose the relative seriousness of bad estimating. The time taken for such
alternative calculations is small and their value can be very great. In time of
marketing uncertainty, they are of particular benefit and yet their use is by no
means commonplace.
1170
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Readiness with Pertinent Figures
As a final point, it may be emphasized as likely that decisions will have to
be made fast. The cost accountant would be well advised to anticipate the need
for figures and to have the basic calculations ready in advance. Such calculations might show the unit prime cost of each product and its variations, if any,
at differing levels of production. Similarly, overhead and administrative expenses could be estimated for successive levels of operation. If these calculations
are made available in detail, many otherwise difficult questions can be answered
in less than five minutes by reference to them. If they are always at hand, they
can be used in meetings called to make policy decisions, without the necessity of
study after the emergency arises.
It is hoped that the foregoing discussion has clearly set forth the major error
common today in the use of cost figures in management decisions and has
pointed the way to the remedy by known but not too widely used means. The
tendency to combine fixed and variable elements of cost in company and product profit and loss statements can only mislead management in determining what
its next move should be. When the cost accounting department is asked, "What
is the cost of product A ?," its first response should always be, "For what purpose is this cost to be used ?"
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Reports Through the Eyes of Management
by W. L. LEWIS
Vice - President, International Business Machines Corp., Endicott, N. Y.

In this article, the author who, having production and other line responsibilities, is in a position to know, emphasizes that good accounting reports are the sole recourse to facts in many situations. That
reports must afford bases for action, reflect operating "know how" in
report preparation, be up -to -the- minute in type and character and serve
operating needs, even when not directly submitted for that purpose,
are also stressed.

from the accounting organization are among the
T most important tools available
to top management. Decisions are based on
HE RE PORT S E M AN AT I N G

these reports and, as the organization grows, more and more emphasis must be
placed on their effectiveness. It is, therefore, important that the accounting organization have a sincere appreciation of management's responsibility and problems in order to function successfully. My objective in this article is to look at
reports as seen by management and formulate a few ideas on how an accounting
organization can do a good job.
The operation of an accounting organization can be compared to the operation
of a manufacturing organization. The manufacture of a product requires a multitude of operations and stages of assembly, from raw material through machining processes to assembly and final inspection. The accounting department reports for management use are similar to the products of the manufacturing organization. After a product is assembled, it passes through a final inspection, at
which time it receives its last test before shipment. The purpose of this test is
to pinpoint any absence of quality in the product. The inspection is conclusive
and the recommendations for correction are specific. Without this inspection
of a manufactured product, it might be released without being capable of performing the service it should.
Similarly, every report for management must have a final inspection operation
to insure that the end product will perform the service it should. The inspection process in the accounting organization must result in specific and conclusive
discovery of the areas in which corrective action must be taken, as indicated by
the report. If the final inspection of an accounting report does not accomplish
this, the report loses its effectiveness as far as management is concerned. Thus,
one of the most important functions of an accounting organization is the interpretation of reports. If a report requires the time of management for interpre1172
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tation and research, the facts are not properly presented. This may also indicate that they are not properly understood within the accounting organization.
Every report should result in corrective action if such action is necessary.
Management relies upon reports for guidance. Action in the wrong direction
may be as dangerous as the absence of any action. For this reason, too much
emphasis cannot be placed upon the effectiveness of a report. There are four
tests by which, I believe, the effectiveness of reports being issued by an accounting department can be judged:
I. Could you take the proper managerial
action based upon the facts presented in
the report, without further investigation?
2. Was operational know -how used in preparation of the report?

3. How long has it been since the report
was revised or frequency of preparation
changed?
4. Are the reports which are not submitted
to management actually serving management)

Do the Reports Embody Interpretation?
Each of these tests is worthy of consideration. First, if a report is to be effective, management should be able to act upon the facts without further investigation. This means, not only that the report must be accurate and complete, but also that interpretation must be contained within it. An accounting
organization must place itself in operating management's position and must
recognize and clearly point up, in as simplified a manner as possible, the areas
in which corrective action should be taken.
Proper interpretation can be accomplished only if all related facts are brought
together and correlated. This correlation should be accomplished in the accounting department if the functions of that department are to be completely successful from a management point of view. After all underlying information is
assembled, the summarization and interpretation can be accomplished in a condensed and pointed form. Too often reports related in subject matter are issued
on schedules which do not take into account the need for unified presentation.
The process of correlation and interpretation, under these conditions, must be
done by management and the effectiveness of the reporting is lost.
An example of this could be efficiency and performance reports for manufacturing. A report which shows the general trend of an efficiency percentage is not
adequate for management action. Many variable factors may affect these trends,
and reports relating to these factors should accompany the efficiency report, with
proper interpretation given to each. A descending percentage of efficiency alone
may merely indicate that various departments are affected by new and varying
problems, such as new personnel, introduction of new products, new methods
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or new equipment. At the present time, the necessity to substitute raw materials
may seriously affect the current rate of efficiency. The report should show,
therefore, not only the change in efficiency, but also the factors covering the
change, so that proper action can be taken to correct the situation.
Another example of the point could be a report on inventory levels. Suppose
it is a routine report showing the general level of inventory for a single period.
If such a report were to reach management's desk it would be difficult, with this
information alone, to evaluate the situation properly. The level of inventory
has relatively little meaning unless it is associated with levels of comparable
periods. Thus, the preparing of such reports on a comparative basis is a necessity and must be done with discernment. When the inventory level is compared
to the level for other dates, it takes on a new meaning to management and a
trend becomes apparent, just through the technique of incorporating related information with the current report. A month -to -month comparison incorporated
with year -to -year comparisons brings out the trend in inventory level even better.
However, this comparison accomplishes only a portion of the objective of
complete presentation and interpretation of the subject. Other factors of vital
interest to management when dealing with the subject of inventory are the balance of the items within the inventory, the schedule of future production requirements so that the level can be readily interpreted against these requirements, and changes in production schedules which may have affected the current
level. The importance of bringing out these variables at the time of presentation of the inventory report cannot be over - emphasized. The accumulation of
reports will not by itself give operating management a satisfactory answer to the
inventory problem. Yet a recognition in the accounting department of the factors mentioned, with proper interpretation placed upon them,
accomplish a
great deal in simplifying the management task.
In addition to the comparative statements which have been mentioned, there
are many techniques of presenting adequately interpretative reports, such as
charts and graphs. Written interpretations offer a great deal of flexibility to
accounting staff and often are the most effective means of pin - pointing the areas
in which management should concentrate attention. I see no reason why these
written interpretations cannot emanate directly from the controller's or accounting manager's office. The accounting organization should feel free to make departures from the popular practice of merely submitting formalized reports to
management. Narrative summaries and recommendations will often give the
flexibility required in order to increase the effectiveness of the reporting.
The question of whether or not accounting reports form a basis for action
to the degree desirable is one to which all the talents of the staff should be
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addressed. A report which merely leads management to ask questions is one
which either has not been interpreted properly or lacks significant facts. Therefore, the members of the accounting organization should ask themselves these
questions just prior to the submission of any report:
I. Does the report clearly and simply show
that a condition is remaining static or a
trend is developing?
2. Does the report show the extent of the
trend?
3. Are the factors causing this trend ap-

parent and included in the summary of
the situation?
4. W ill the report direct management
action into the areas necessary for correction of the situation, if correction is
called for?

To state the matter simply, any report either shows a static situation or one
developing significant changes. If it indicates a change, it should also direct
attention to the significant reasons for the change and offer recommendations
for any necessary action. If this program is followed, management will not
need to refer to numerous supplementary reports or request special studies and
analyses in order to decide on proper action to achieve the desired results. In
the terms of the analogy introduced at the start of this article, if management
cannot take proper action upon a particular report without further investigation,
that report may be compared to a product which cannot pass the final inspection
and is still in the classification of work -in- process. Without proper interpretation, the value of the information in the report is lost, because only by proper
interpretation of facts can sound decisions be made.

Operational "Know -How" from Detail to Summary
The second test for judging the effectiveness of an accounting report from a
management point of view, which should be applied within the accounting department, concerns the awareness displayed with respect to operational know how, both as to company activities and report preparation. Again, as at the start
of this article, the function of the accounting organization may be compared to
the function of a manufacturing organization. The technique of developing and
assembling a product is one which incorporates the skills of many individuals,
and a report is a product in this sense.
As the report passes through the various stages of compilation and interpretation, it is important that the accounting organization apply its knowledge of
the company's operations, and thus avoid eliminating significant facts. The members of the organization who deal with the routine assembly of information are
in the best position to recognize the development of important trends in their
own areas of activity. If this is passed along with the compilation of the inforJ U N E , 19 5 2
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mation, then the task of interpretation and proper evaluation at the highest level
of the accounting organization, is simplified.
No one is better equipped to recognize important changes than the person
associating himself day after day with the consolidation of the details of a
specific operation. These individuals can greatly enhance the effectiveness of
their work for management by having a broad interest in the actual operational
problems of the areas on which they are reporting. The utilization of this know how is as important as having it available. The process of compiling information from a detail to a summary status must be such that the value of the know how is reflected in the report and not lost while it is in process of preparation.

Revising Report Contents and Frequency of Issue
The third test for effectiveness of reporting from a management viewpoint,
cited earlier, relates to whether or not individual reports are revised, and their
frequency of issue appraised, at suitable intervals. On this point, the manufacturing analogy already introduced is especially forcible. Any failure in quality
of a product, discovered by final inspection, may or may not be an indication of
further machine troubles. A recurrence indicates that a manufacturing method
or procedure must be reviewed and corrected. This becomes a matter of drawing
upon past experience in perfecting the final quality of a product.
In correcting the methods used in preparation of reports and scheduling them,
an accounting organization also must draw on its past experience. There is
available an indication as to whether or not reports are standing up under conditions of performance. When management requires special studies and reports
on specific subjects relating to a regular report, the presentation and schedule of
which has not been changed, it is an indication of a situation equivalent to the
constant correction of a product at an inspection level without a review of
methods to discover the root of the difficulty. Under these conditions, past experience should be analyzed and changes made in the presentation and scheduling of the regular report so that it will give a complete picture and interpretation of existing conditions.
Another measure of success for a report is its ability to point up the areas in
operations which require attention, before they become critical problems. Once
a problem is encountered, it should represent an experience from which the
accounting organization can establish the necessary safeguards in the form of
routine scheduled reports so that it will never again get to a critical stage. In
the history of any organization, there will be found problems which develop
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from time to time and do require the concentrated attention of management.
When these problems are encountered, they should be examined carefully and
the proper operational reports not up to then reaching management's desk,
should be set up to reveal such conditions in the early stages of development.
A stagnant schedule of reporting and reports which are never altered, may
indicate that benefit is not being gained from past experience. Here again,
the close relationship of management and accounting is very evident, because
the past experience of management, itself, will represent the foundation for
establishing proper reporting schedules. It is important that a program of report review be established so that the effectiveness and scheduling of reports
remain constantly under surveillance. Only by change and experimentation
can the real value of any report be discovered.

What About Reports Which Never Come to the Top?
The fourth test offered with respect to the effectiveness of reports has to
do with reports which management personnel does not see. Are these, nevertheless, also serving management? In most companies, this category of report
has equal importance with reports addressed to executives. Since the reports
received at the top level are summary reports, any condition which becomes
apparent there and which requires attention or action must have originated
at an earlier date or it would not have become conspicuous on the summary
report.
Useful tools to management are reports which call a supervisor's attention
to conditions and the need for corrective action as early as possible, to eliminate the growth of a condition which would otherwise ultimately need higher level action. A specific example of this would be recognizing a cost trend developed in a department using diamond cutting wheels. The example is based
on facts. From a routine departmental expense budget report, which was directed to the supervisor of the department involved, an increase in expenditures
for abrasives was indicated, which needed immediate attention. Based upon the
information presented in the report, the supervisor discovered that the replacement of diamond cutting wheels had increased sharply. Investigation by the
supervisor revealed that the operators were feeding the wheel too heavily. The
speed and depth of cut was too great. The condition had developed as a result
of an attempt to reduce an abnormal backlog of work.
Immediate correction resulted and the speed and depth of cut were reduced
to normal. While the total effect of this one condition in one department would
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obviously not come to the attention of management group executives on a summary expenditure report, the combined effects of numerous conditions such
as this would require their attention. By providing supervisors with effective
operational reports, the best interests of management are served.
Reporting at every level of an organization is a vital tool in the management
of a company. It may even be said that management is more concerned with
the content and schedule of routine operational reports and how they are serving the organization than with reports which are scheduled for top -level attention, because it is impossible to perform a well- rounded management job
without the assistance of the many benefits which operational reports can
produce.

A Subject of Prime Importance
The effectiveness of accounting reports for management use cannot possibly
be overemphasized. I have mentioned four points which I feel are important
in evaluating this effectiveness. I know that these considerations are not complete and that there are many other elements which make up effective management reports. Some of these are the need for accuracy and promptness in issuance of reports, control procedures established to insure accuracy, and sufficient
distribution of reports so that proper action can be taken on them.
It is my belief that the general concept of the responsibilities of an accounting organization is currently undergoing an important change, a change which
seems to be the result of the growth of business in general. The old restrictions which were placed on the activities of an accounting organization are a
thing of the past. As business becomes larger, the services of the accounting
organization becomes more and more important to management itself. Effective accounting reports for management represent the device by which operating
management can reach into every phase of an organization and, in many instances, it is the only device available to management in guiding and coordinating all phases of its operations. Figures alone do not tell the story, but facts
and figures properly presented and interpreted give management the tools
needed to do the job.
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Management Needs Facts —And Vice -Versa
by STANLEY F. BANAS
Director of Costs and Budgets, Wamsulto Mills, New Bedford, Mass.

What are a company'.( data - assembling and record - keeping activities
for? Primarily, indicates the author of this article, to give management pertinent facts in workable form. Explored somewhat briefly
are the fact -areas embodied in production, research, sales, personnel,
and financial operations, together with a pointing up of information
in these areas, relevant to good management.
MOD ERN ORGAN I ZAT ION S are so complex and departmentalized that it
easy
to lose contact with the very essence of business —the men who
Is
operate and maintain it. The problems confronting executives have grown, in
the last few years, to such an extent in volume and in complexity that it is
increasingly difficult to find men with endurance and capacity great enough to
match the jobs.

0

U

The Death of An Executive
The executives of corporations, the men who are mayors of cities, and the
men in active charge of the government of the country are, without exception,
the hardest worked men in the world. The stoker heaving coal into the furnaces
of an express steamer has a better chance for long life than the man who accepts the presidency of even our best - managed railroads and industrial corporations. The stoker can at least sleep soundly at the end of his day's work. The
railroad president is likely to be kept awake wondering whether his last guess
was a good one, whether his decision was right.
What are we going to do ten years hence when executives who have had
thorough training, have all retired or have been killed off by the strain of the
job? Where shall we find men with broad enough knowledge and experience
to decide, instantly and correctly, each problem placed before them? The answer
is that the executive of the future must be enabled to depend on the analysis
of facts which have been collected and arranged for his instantaneous and continuous use. The executive of the future will decide quickly and he will be
more than "sometimes" right, because he will base his decisions on the analysis
of actual facts. His value as an executive will depend chiefly upon his powers
of accurate analysis.
JANE, 1952
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Organized Individuals
A business is held together by men who are out on the firing line throughout
the organization and, each day, are giving concrete evidence of what results
from individual thinking and individual action. A company is known by the
men it keeps. Good men, properly placed, represent a well- controlled organization. A well - constructed organizational plan would rest on a sound foundation made up of:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Manufacturing branch.
Research and product development unit.
Production control department.
Sales department.

5. Industrial and personnel relations department.
6. Finance and office services.

These departments can work in unison only on the basis of facts. This
demands the best in record - keeping. It is perfectly feasible to focus a whole
business into records so simple that a trained man can see, in half a day, all
important trends, without a word of explanation from anyone. The records
themselves can tell the complete story in every detail if properly gathered and
presented. These are necessarily interpretative records.

Levers Without A Fulcrum
However, we daily see facts presented in the hope of creating interest and
action for some really worthy piece of work and, in many of these cases, the
attitude of the person presenting the matter seems to be that the facts will
speak for themselves. Ordinarily, facts do not speak for themselves. When
they do speak for themselves, the wrong conclusions are often drawn from
them. Unless the facts are presented in a clear and interesting manner, they
are about as effective as a phonograph record with the phonograph missing.
Millions of dollars yearly are spent in the collection of data, with the fond
expectation that the data will automatically cause the correction of the conditions studied. Though accurate data and real facts are valuable, the manner
of presentation is ordinarily more important than the facts themselves, when it
comes to getting results.
After a person has collected data and studied a proposition with great care,
so that his own mind is made up as to the best solution for the problem, he is
apt to feel that his work is about completed. Usually, however, when his
own mind is made up, his task is only half done. The larger and more difficult
part of the work is to convince the minds of others that the proposed solution
is the best one and that all the recommendations are really necessary. Time
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after time, it happens that some ignorant or presumptuous members of a committee will upset the carefully thought out plan of a man who knows the facts,
simply because the man with the facts cannot present them readily enough to
overcome the opposition. It is often with impotent exasperation that a person
having the knowledge sees some fallacious conclusion accepted or some wrong
policy adapted, just because known facts cannot be marshalled and presented
in such a manner as to be effective.
In many presentations, it is not a question of saving time for the reader,
but a question of placing the arguments in such form that results may surely
be obtained. Archimedes wanted only a fulcrum for his lever and he would
move the world. If the world is ever moved, it will probably be by facts properly presented. The method of presentation is the fulcrum without which facts,
as a lever, are useless.
Facts To Make the Plant Business- Minded
The vice president in charge of manufacturing or the plant manager, whichever his title, is responsible for the production in his organization. Gone are
the days when the plant manager or superintendent were supposed to know
only about production. Today the men responsible for production not only
manufacture an acceptable product but they also understand the planning behind the manufacturing and the distribution to such an extent that they are able
to discuss improved designing and packaging with the sales manager and heads
of the business. They are called in to discuss financial problems. Therefore,
instead of being simply plant - minded, they must become business minded as
well. They must be capable of heading up committees to work out problems
and gather facts.
A committee is a working tool for management in the development of ideas
and recommendations of plans and procedures. It is a means whereby ideas
can be pooled and offered for criticism. It is a strong tool of a tactful administration which realizes the importance of getting people to work together in
the solution of mutual problems. Out of informal gatherings and joint conferences, productive and operational data flows to and from top management. An
administrator cannot sit idly by and expect others to provide all the ideas and
the work required for their development. An idea must be nurtured.
Are the foremen under these managers given the recognition they justly
deserve? This is just a common sense question which rates considerable merit,
as the foremen are in a position to do a great deal for a company in the way
of reducing costs of manufacturing, in seeing that the people who work in
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the plants and factories get a square deal, in keeping the company posted as
to what should be done to protect the future of the business, and in making
it a good business for people to be employed in. There is no one in an organization better fitted to attend to these things than the foremen.
To bring this about, management must work with these men and have these
men work with management. The "boss" proposition must be by- passed. If a
man cannot be a real assistant and furnish assistance to the men under him, he
has no business being over men at all. The problem exists in many places
where a man, because of a title, assumes the attitude of a "boss" and tells people
what to do, instead of helping them to do it. It is the men back of a business
who make it. Such a person breaks it.
Plant production with the necessary material and labor expenditures must
be carefully planned in order to accomplish productive stability. Today, production control departments are gaining widespread recognition in industry.
These departments really proved their worth during World War II when, in
many industries, they scheduled the almost impossible and then produced it.
Yet there are still numerous manufacturing establishments, particularly small
ones, which adhere to the principle of having work planned in the mill by the
superintendent who also acts as foreman of two or three departments. This
may be satisfactory when only a few orders are received weekly and when the
overseer, besides being essentially a practical man, has sufficient knowledge
of office contacts, and design techniques to be also a good designer.
However, it is mostly true that the whole principle of profitable production
control is lost if planning and execution are intermixed in the processing of
work. Stock chasers continually have to encourage short runs and fill -ins to
help complete over -due orders introducing a confusion which is costly and disruptive. Today, because we are in a high style and competitive era, production
controls must be maintained and, with controls, proper planning must receive
top recognition.
The volume of physical production has advanced steadily to a point where
management must have available at all times, facts and figures to keep them
posted on inventory positions in order to avoid inventory build -up at tremendous
inflated costs. Management must also know the best combination of procedures for the controlling of men and machines. Facts must be so gathered
and presented as to show:
I. What shall be made?
2. How shall it be made?

3. Where shall it be made?
4. When shall it be made?

This information must pass through every tier of the productive operations.
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Not All Products Need the Same Sort of Research
We hear a great deal of talk about this age as a machine age. I do not
think it is a machine age but a man age, and that the machines which most of
us know very little about are simply tools that men have designed to help
them do a better job. We have much more to do along the lines of research
and of improved machinery. We must study products and what they will do
for the people whom they serve. The people who are building things and
who are consuming the goods are the people who demand immediate attention and they must have it in the form of new products or the old must be refined or improved. This is a task for the engineers unless we are perfectly
satisfied with our product, our processes and our costs.
just the thought of these things is enough to send any executive screaming
for research, as no business is free from problems of this sort. With the passing of each day, the importance of engineering is brought home more and more
to those who are actively engaged in business. Executives and workers of modern business organizations use the principles of engineering in their daily work,
whether or not they are engineers.
The type of research and engineering in an organization depends to a great
extent on the nature of the product. Perhaps the product is one which is highly
competitive and with many moving parts which will need constant maintenance? Or perhaps it is an item which demands high or changing styles. These
will be factors to which top management will have to give great consideration
when weighing research needs. Whether the demands be great or small, the
services of competent engineers are indispensable in the building and development of a business.
The demands upon the engineers of the future are going to be heavy, because everything which has been engineered up to a current stage of development needs further improvement and there is also the unknown. With due
respect to all the wonderful developments of the past, it may be said we are entering an era of greater opportunity for developing new things and improving
old things than has ever existed in the history of engineering. Hence, a wise
management is constantly checking on product lines and asking itself the following questions:
I. Are our standards being met?
2. Can quality be improved?
3. Is our productive level most economical?

4. Are available brains — technical, managerial, and supervisory —being used to
the fullest extent?

Only if the answers to these questions are favorable can management rest
assured that engineering policies are effective industrial standardization factors.
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Sales Pacts Often Neglected
The functions of a sales department may be classified under three headings
and all three must be followed very closely:
I. Planning the sale.
2. Advertising the goods.
3. Making the sale.

Sales plans must be worked as to quantities to be produced, delivery dates
and practicability from a production standpoint of various styles and designs.
Only in tunes of a business decline is the importance of the customer fully realized. During the periods of a seller's market, a manufacturer tends to assume
too independent an attitude. He receives more orders than he can fill and his
attention is directed to the problems of production. Moreover, manufacturing
executives are not educated to the problems of sales.
Advertising is an important part of sales promotion. But, before we start,
do we ordinarily analyze the field and thus know what opportunity exists for
the sale of the goods? In many instances, space in national magazines is automatically contracted for through agencies which submit strike -offs to their
clients, knowing in advance that nobody will take the time to scrutinize the
text. However, in these advertisements, will the language be the same as the
salesmen will use? No matter how good the ad may be, if it is not in the
language the salesmen are going to use when they follow it into the prospect's
place of business, effort will be wasted. It must be remembered that these ads
act as advance agents of the salesmen. They are intended to pave the way and
get the customer into a receptive mood.
Then, as the third step, the salesman comes along. He still has some promoting to do and the best way for a salesman to do sales promotional work is to
call on a lot of people. When a salesman is not getting enough business, it
will be found, on checking up, that almost invariably he is not calling on
enough people. I contend that if a man knows his subject, knows his goods
and is willing to walk and talk all day long, he will bring back some orders.
If he will do that five days every week, he will wind up the year with a satisfactory amount of business for the company he represents.

Pacts and Industrial Relations
This foundational unit of the organizational structure must, in times such
as these, receive a lot of consideration. For, if employees are not content on
their jobs and if morale is not high, there will be an undermining effect in one
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form or another. Above all, an organization must look to its industrial relations to help maintain its competitive position. Management must search out
the best people for all levels of the organization and give them the best training, guidance and tools.
Industrial relations is said to be cooperatively arranged control or management, because its work is most generally advisory to other operating executives
or supervisors. This is one branch where facts must be gathered for rapid
presentation from the highest to the lowest tier, as effective decisions in industrial relations cannot be made away from the firing line. No part of management, no department, or division in which any person is employed, can function successfully without sound industrial relations.
The Facts Which Head Up in Dollars
Facts and figures accumulated in the accounting office must be broken down
for comparisons and projections. Because the demand for this data never ends,
short cuts and convenient methods must be used in collecting and recording
statistical facts. This department is usually headed by a controller. It is his responsibility to get all the people in the business to understand that it is important for him to know about their work. Sometimes men in other departments feel annoyance at telling the controller about how goods are made or sold
or what they are used for after they are sold. His biggest job is to educate
all his associates up to the point at which they are, in a sense, part of the controller's department and that he, in turn, is a "member" of the staff of other
departments. The controller of today must be an engineer, a purchasing agent,
a credit man, a salesman and a manufacturer, as well as a financier.
Under the watchful eye of the chief cost accountant all budgets and costs
should be so formulated as to enable the management of the company most
profitably to exercise economic control provided, of course, that this work is
always supported by a sound, aggressive, and consistent program of utilization.
In a well- conducted business, management and cost accounting are interlocking
functions Operating an industrial company requires an executive to have a
budget before his eyes and a trained cost accountant at his elbow. The management of the company should make full use of all factual data supplied by the
cost department, especially those which direct attention to sources of savings.
All costs must be analyed and comparative reports submitted to foremen of
various departments for their information. Reasons and excuses for losses
should not be given as much consideration as action contemplated to eliminate
them permanently.
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Facts are dollars going into or coming out of the coffers of a business. Much
more attention should be given to their collection and presentation than is the
case at present in industry generally. Administrative planning and control made
possible by the groundwork of dependable statistics, are reflected in the profit
and loss statement of a company. These troublesome times of low visibility
may be successfully traversed by plotting a course having a maximum assurance of a satisfactory profit.
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Seven Budgets Make A Budget
by WILLIAM S. VAUGHN
Vice- President and Assistant General Manager, Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Both the uses and the component units of a comprehensive budget
receive description and pointing up in this article which reflects experience of and procedure in the author's company. Sales, capital
expenditure, research and development, selling and administrative expense, inventory and manufacturing expense hudgets, as well as earnings and cash position budgets are dealt with in turn.
O

PR ESENT

A

COMPLETE

ACCOUNT

of all that the terms, "budget" and

T "budgeting," imply in regard to the Eastman Kodak Company's operations

would require a feat of condensation far beyond my powers. The emphasis
in this paper will be more on the general philosophy of budgeting than on
techniques, and stress will be laid on detailed methods and procedures than
on the broad purposes served by budgets in helping management to guide the
affairs of the company.
Money —the getting, handling, and spending of it— always presents problems, whether in the family, in business, or in government. Man, unlike other
animals, being a creature whose appetites and desires are virtually insatiable,
can usually think of ways to spend more money than he has, and this applies
to man as an individual and in groups.
Budgeting —and the Business Budget
The prime reason and justification for budgeting, therefore, whether by a
person, a business, or a government, is to arrange one's affairs in such a way
that income and expenditure shall at least balance and, preferably, show an
excess of the former over the latter.
The definition of budgeting on which this article will proceed, must be
phrased in general terms. It is, "A budget is a calculated estimate, prepared in
advance, of the probable income and expected outgo for a stated period of
time, which, once adopted and until modified, shall constitute the polity for
administering prospective needs in relation to available means and resources."
It will be noted that this definition can apply to a person, a church, a business
or a government. Also, it will be noted that nowhere is there limiting reference to money, though dollars and cents are the common denominator by which
goods, services, and promises are ultimately brought to a balanced reckoning,
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in order to determine whether the result is to be happiness or misery, prosperity or want, progress or decline.
Going on from this very general definition and thinking now particularly
of budgets as used in a business like Kodak's, the principal characteristics to
be kept in mind may be listed as follows:
I. A budget is an estimate. Budgeting is
not an exact science. Past experience,
knowledge of the various factors at work
and, above all, judgment, are employed
to prepare what is, at best, only an
estimate.
2. The estimate deals with future operations for a stated period as one year,
two, three, or even five years.
3. Once adopted, a budget serves as a
yardstick against which to measure
actual performance as it unfolds. It can
and should serve the dual functions of

a standard for control purposes and a
forecast far shaping forward plans.
4. Within its field of application, the
budget, once adopted, represents company policy to which those responsible
for its execution are expected to conform. While the ultimate decisions on
budget policy rest with top management, it should be emphasized that the
budget or budgets depend for their real
value and effectiveness on the interest,
support, and cooperation with which all
their many partial elements are prepared
and implemented by everyone concerned
throughout the organization.

Finally, though a budget must be a relatively fixed thing to have any value,
it is not a rigid or irrevocable instrument. It is reviewed periodically and may
be modified to reflect new facts, changed circumstances, and altered plans.
Kinds of Budgets at Eastman Kodak Company
It may seem inconsistent, in view of the definition which has been given,
to speak of company budgets in the plural, but the explanation is simple. While
it is the comprehensive overall budget with a capital "B ", which is meant by
the word in the singular, it will be evident that this is made u p of a number
of elements or parts, more or less complete within themselves. The family name
of budget can properly be applied to each of these members of the group.
Here is a list of them:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Sales budget.
Capital expenditure budget.
Research and development budget.
Selling and administrative expense
budget.

5. Inventory budget.
6. Manufacturing expense budgets.
7. Earnings and cash position budgets.

There are two things to be said about these budgets as a group, at Eastman.
Each plant or division and each subsidiary of the company in the United States
prepares and submits to the designated person or department in Rochester a
budget of each kind just enumerated and these, in turn, are combined into
the consolidated budget. (It should be mentioned that there are obvious exceptions to this general rule. For example, not all divisions have a research
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and development budget, etc.) The budgets are prepared for the coming year
and also for a five -year period, commencing with the coming year. The first
of these, that is, the budget for the next fiscal year, is the one with which
there is more immediate concern and the one on which the greater amount of
time and effort is spent by more people, principally because it governs decisions and actions for the year immediately ahead. That is not to imply for
a moment that the five -year budget is any less valuable within its sphere of
use. However, by its nature the assumptions underlying a five -year budget must
be broader and are subject to greater probable error than those for a one -year
budget.
Here is the point, perhaps, at which to mention briefly an indirect benefit
which comes from the annual budget 'ordeal ", as some would call it. The
budgets constitute a very important instrument to general management in helping to form judgments and decisions, but that is not all. The very act of preparing them means that division managers, department heads, and supervisors
devote time from their day -to -day administrative duties to take stock of the
present situation within their particular provinces and, in a very real sense, take
thought for the future. This is not only a good discipline but is also a valuable exercise in planning —not from the top down but throughout the length
and breadth of the company.

Sales Budget: Procedure
The first budget is the sales budget. It may seem a bit strange to apply the
term budget to a thing like sales, which is less directly under company control
than are selling expenses, capital expenditures, and the other items on the outgo
side. But, remembering from the general definition that a budget is an advance
estimate and that it deals with income as well as outgo, it can be seen how
important is the sales budget in this framework.
More than any other element in the company's budgetary picture, the sales
budget depends on the general economic climate, primarily in the United States
but in the rest of the world as well. To mention but a few of the international
factors which may have a bearing, there is the possibility of war and its consequent effects on defense preparations by the nation and its allies, large scale
Tehabilitation and aid programs, customs duties, and import quotas imposed
by our own and other countries. These must be evaluated, along with the
economic trends and eventualities within this country, where lies the principal market for our goods.
Our central statistical department constantly follows and analyzes a great
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many economic indicators related to general domestic business conditions such
as: gross national product, personal income, personal consumer expenditures,
business expenditures for plant and equipment, Federal Reserve Board index
of industrial production, wholesale and retail price indexes, and a host of
others. Their analysis shows how the trends in these values and indexes have
been found over the years to correspond with, or vary from, the pattern of our
own company's sales, both in the aggregate and by product groups and lines.
In September of each year, the current status of these economic trends, together with other factors and conditions to be reckoned with, are presented
to management by the head of our statistical department. Based on his recommendations, and after discussion with management, general business assumptions for use in the preparation of the various budgets for the coming year
and for the ensuing four years are agreed upon.
A letter embodying these assumptions for 1952 -56 was sent out by the
statistical department early in October 1951, going to all who are responsible
for preparing budgets. It set forth certain assumptions as to the military buildup in preparation for defense and the length of time over which this might
extend, the possible effect of this on production of civilian goods, the probable trend in physical output of goods and in the trend of prices over the five year period, etc. This letter, augmented by personal presentations of the supporting charts and tables to assembled groups in the various plants and divisions of the company, provides all who are concerned with the preparations
of budgets —not only sales but capital expenditure and the other budgets as
well —with a common and uniform basis of departure from which to make
their estimates.
During September and October the statistical department, in consultation
with the sales, planning, market research, plant statistical and other departments and individuals, prepares the five -year consolidated sales estimates, based
on the general business assumptions and on the experience and judgment of
those expert in our own particular business. These estimates, which are built
up product by product, plant by plant, and division by division, are given both
in units and in dollars. Both denominations are important, the unit figures for
estimating production facilities, the dollar figures for making the combined
accounting and financial estimates.
Sales Budget: Benefits
It can readily be seen how vital such information is for production people
and plant management in laying plans, not only for next year but for the years
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beyond. Whether it is a group of punch presses, a new emulsion coating alloy,
or a new yarn spinning unit, plans can always be made more intelligently if
the general direction of the road ahead can be seen. What might seem a wise
thing to do based on a one -year estimate, can appear shortsighted viewed in
the longer perspective of five years. Further, these long -term estimates disclose not only the immediate bottlenecks, but those which will be showing up
two, three, or five years hence. Thus, preparation for the need can be started
well in advance of the emergency.
To take a specific though hypothetical example, suppose the five -year sales
forecast indicates that the demand for 16 mm film will increase by forty per
cent over a period. What would this involve? It would mean more perforators, more demand on the processing stations, more emulsion coating capacity,
more silver nitrate and gelatine requirements, more power, refrigeration, and
water at the Kodak Park Plant, and more acetate from the Kingsport plant.
Thus, the anticipated higher demand for this product has its ramifications right
down through all the manufacturing operations involved. At one or more
points, increased building space and production machinery might be required
and, of course, more personnel would be needed all along the line. If, in addition, other film products showed a corresponding rise in the forecast sales trend,
it can readily be seen how important it is to have all this information as far
ahead as possible, so that the expansion can be planned for in a systematic way.
Another benefit derived from the sales budget, particularly the one -year forecast, is that it enables the production planning people to work out arrangements for an even production rate throughout the year, insofar as this is humanly possible.
Capital Expenditure Budgets
Perhaps more people throughout the company are familiar, to some degree,
with the capital expenditure budget than with any other of our various budgets. It covers a multitude of items, e.g., a tool to make a part for the Brownie
Hawk -Eye camera, a billing or sorting machine for the Rochester Branch, a
lens centering machine at Hawk -Eye, new elevators for Kodak office, the recent
new water line from Lake Ontario to Kodak Park, the Texas Eastman plant at
Longview, Texas, for converting natural gas into chemicals for use at Kingsport. This list barely suggests the range covered.
Capital equipment is anything of a durable nature for use in manufacturing
a product or performing a service, with utility extending substantially beyond
one year. In the five years following the end of World War II, the Eastman
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Kodak Co., with its domestic divisions and subsidiaries invested approximately
$180,000,000 in replacing, improving and adding new capital equipment.
The magnitude of the funds expended in the aggregate for these purposes
betokens the importance which inevitably attaches to the capital expenditure
budget and the care with which it is prepared and reviewed and the watchfulness exercised in its control. This is the only one of the operating budgets
which is submitted each year to the board of directors for approval, the reason
being that it represents a long -term investment of the stock - holders' money,
to which they would look for a return in the form of dividends.
Letters go out over the general manager's signature early in September each
year to each of the Company's divisions, requesting that capital budgets for
the following year be prepared and submitted by a specified date in the second
week of November. Early in the period of preparation, the divisions are provided with the general business assumptions and are furnished with appropriate sales forecasts, as already explained. In addition to the detailed programs
for the coming year, five -year capital budgets are also requested. The requested
budgets are presented on standard forms which show, first, projects previously
approved but not yet completed (with the amount carried forward into the ensuing year), then new projects requested for the coming year (with the amount
actually to be expended for that year) and, finally, the unexpended balance
expected to be carried forward into the succeeding year. Thus, the capital budget is presented both on a "project" and on a "cash" basis.
When the proposed budgets from all divisions are received and combined,
it often happens that the total amount asked for exceeds the amount which
management decides can be alloted for capital expenditures. In such event,
it is necessary to go over the budgets with the respective division managers and,
by a process of eliminating, reducing, or deferring the projects considered to
be less important, to bring the total budget within the prescribed outlay. After
management approval, the capital budget is submitted to the directors about
the third week in December. Each division manager is then advised by letter of
the amount approved for capital purposes for his division for the coming year.
In addition to the general approval given to the year's capital budget, each
project to be undertaken within the year which exceeds a prescribed minimum
dollar amount, must be submitted individually for general management approval
on a special expenditure requisition form. This affords management a further
opportunity to appraise the necessity of each major item as it comes up. Projects exceeding $250,000 must have the approval of the chairman of the board
of directors.
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If, during the year, business —and in particular, prospective earnings —
should decline substantially, the general manager may request the division
managers to reduce capital outlays during the remainder of the year, usually
by a flat percentage.
Research and Development Budget

gone

A program of research, development and experimental work for the coming
year, itemized by projects, is submitted by the Research Laboratory, Kodak
Park Works, Camera Works, Hawk -Eye Works, and the Tennessee Eastman
Research Laboratory. The time -table is about the same as for the capital budget
over by management and apand, similarly, these budgets are carefully
proved, with such modifications as are deemed advisable.
From its very beginnings, the company has actively fostered research and
experimental work in the search for new scientific facts about photography, new
or improved products, and better ways of making them. From Mr. Eastman's
earliest experiments at his home down to the present day, research and development have occupied a place of high importance in the company's operations, and this recognition is reflected in the attention which our management
gives personally to the research and development budget.
Selling and Administrative Expense Budget
Under this heading come the operating expense budgets of departments
concerned with the sale, advertising and distribution of our products to our
customers, the color print and processing service, the Kodak office general administrative and staff departments (including accounting, industrial relations,
patent, and treasurer's departments, to name but a few), and a variety of miscellaneous expenses, such as company contributions and the like. Recalling
that all the outlays for major equipment and facilities are segregated to the
capital expenditure budget, it will be realized that salaries, supplies, and services make up the bulk of the selling and administrative expense budget. Because of the number and variety of the departmental budgets which go to make
up the total, the preliminary detailed study and screening is done by a budget
committee consisting of the company treasurer, comptroller, and several vice
presidents. Its recommendations are presented to the general manager.
It will be apparent that one of the concerns of management is to keep a
judicious control on selling and administrative expenses in the aggregate and
to see that they do not get out of line with sales and thus consume a disproJUNE, 1952
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portionate share of the sales dollar. The forward budget estimates must also
be appraised in the light of probable danger signals looming ahead. The possibility of unfavorable general business conditions is one such danger. On the
other hand, important new products or product lines may need the support of
augmented sales and advertising effort, which must be reflected in the budgets
of those departments.

Inventory Budget
At any instant of time, the company has many millions of dollars invested
in inventories. At the end of 1949 the figure was $85,776,000. At the end of
1948 it was $94,661,500. These inventories are made up of raw materials,
work in the various stages of manufacture throughout the plants, and finished
goods and supplies in Rochester and branch stocks and in transit through the
distribution pipeline.
It is vitally necessary that these be available in adequate quantities to maintain the steady flow of production and to service the needs of our customers.
On the other hand, a dollar invested too soon or in excess of actual needs for
these purposes, is a frozen dollar which cannot be restored to liquid condition
until that dollar's worth of material or finished product issues in a cash sale.
Moreover, to pursue the metaphor, this frozen dollar can quickly undergo a
shrinkage in size by evaporation in a period of rapidly declining prices. In
short, over - investment in inventories can seriously deplete a company's liquid
resources, and management must be ever alert to keep this investment within
proper limits.
Each December, an estimate is prepared of the forward year -end inventories
and a corrected estimate is prepared the following April. This affords management the instrument for forecasting the amount of funds required to provide
adequate working inventories, particularly important in a period of falling
or rising production and sales. Monthly reports of actual inventories serve to
indicate conditions which may call for a tightening of control.

Manufacturing Expense Budgets
It will be apparent from what has already been written that a substntial proportion of the items which go to make up such overall company estimates as
are comprised in the capital expenditure, research and development, and inventory budgets, originate in the manufacturing plants. Estimates of future
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manufacturing costs also constitute an important element in preparing the earnings and cash position budgets, discussed in the next section of this paper.
Forming an important part of these estimated manufacturing costs are the plant
expense budgets.
The plant expense budgets, unlike the other budgets dealt with here, are
for use only internally, i.e., within the particular plant. The method of their
preparation varies to some extent from plant to plant, though uniform accounting principles are followed.- The expense budgets cover such items as indirect
labor, maintenance, depreciation, power, and general plant expense. They are
prepared department by department, with the general supervision and, if need
be, the assistance of the plant accounting staff.
No attempt will be made here to discuss the plant expense budgets in detail,
since they could be the subject of an entire article. However, the following
points should be mentioned:
I. These budgets

are prepared annually
toward the end of the year for one year
in advance and are modified only to take
account of significant changes within the
year. They are based on the production
forecast.

2. Responsibility for the preparation of
each department's budget rests with the
department superintendent. Though subject to the approval of, and revision by,
the plant management, the originating
source is the department itself. The
budgets are not imposed from outside.

3. It is particularly important, for the purpose of this paper, to note the two principal uses made of these plant expense
budgets:
a. They are an aid to departmental supervision and plant management
for controlling expenditures and
thus for controlling product cost.
b. They are used in the preparation
of estimated or standard costs
which, in turn, are used for various
other purposes, such as pricing the
company's products, forecasting
profits, etc.

This reference to profits leads us naturally into the next and last of our company budgets.

Earnings and Cash Position Budgets
Most of the discussion thus far on the company's budgets has dealt with
what our future needs are estimated to be for capital investment, selling and
administrative expenses, inventories, etc. Even the sales budget, although it indicates potential income, also serves as a measure of the demand which will
be put on productive plant and on the sales, distribution, promotion, and service forces of the organization. These needs and demands are ultimately met by
placing "cash on the counter," as it were. Hence the estimate of future cash
position is, in a way, the capstone of the whole budget structure, viewed as
an instrument of forward planning.
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Once they are provided with the sales budget figures converted into units
of product, the plants determine the manufacturing costs applicable to the indicated volume of production. This information is furnished both in a one -year
and a five -year estimate. Together with the capital expenditure, experimental
and inventory estimates, the figures are sent to the comptroller's department
where they are combined with the other budget figures into a consolidated
profit and loss account and an estimated balance sheet, again both for one year
and five years ahead. In this connection estimates must also be made of such
things as the wage dividend, dividend from subsidiary companies, Federal,
state, and local taxes, and dividends to stockholders. The end results are to
show a year -by -year forecast of probable net retained earnings, and of available cash.
This is the final reckoning, where prospective needs are brought into relationship with available means and resources. From these statements it can be
seen, for instance, whether our expected earnings will be sufficient to pay for
the expansion in plant, facilities, personnel and working capital needed for
a growing business or whether outside financing will be required. The company has not sought outside funds since 1939 but has financed its expansion
since then out of retained earnings. If new financing is to be needed, it is valuable for management to foresee this as far ahead as possible and choose a time
most favorable for a financing operation.

A Single Endeavor
The objective of this admittedly sketchy and incomplete account has been
to show how our management utilizes budgeting as an instrument of planning and control in guiding the affairs of the company. Emphasis has been laid
on cooperative efforts by a great many individuals and departments throughout
the organization, which have to be exerted if this instrument is to be fully
effective. That this type of cooperation is achieved goes far, I think, to explain
the measure of success we have had with our budget system at Kodak.
In the last analysis, of course, neither budgets nor any other instruments of
the kind are a substitute for the brains, ability, and character which make an
organization what it is and weld it into an effective working unit. These instruments are to a business what plays and signals are to a football squad. But it is
the team, animated by a real team spirit, which carries the ball and makes the
touchdowns. We believe that the Kodak management fully appreciates the team
approach and effectively utilizes it in the general conception and practical execution of its budget policies and procedures.
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Co- operative Control of Research Costs
by JAMES D. WILLSON
Controller, Plaskon Division, Libbey- Owens -Ford Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio

An "appropriation- type" budget frequently reviewed, i t recommended
in this article for application to expenditures for the research function, which are presented by the author as necessary to maintain the
competitive standing of an industrial company. However, it is pointed
out that it is in order for management to set over -all limits, to apply
standards to a portion of the processes involved in discharge of the
research function and to test the whole by company operating results.

control problems faced by the controller
S and cost accountant lie outsidecost
the manufacturing or production phases of a
OM E O F T H E M O R E D I F F I C U L T

business. One of these elusive fields is that area generally known as research
and development. For discussion purposes, research is here considered in the
more restricted sense as related to the physical sciences. It is defined as the activity or function involved in the laboratory to segue or discover new products
or processes. Development as used here denotes the functions carried on to put
the results of research on a commercial basis. In other words, as a whole, we
are concerned with that work normally supervised or controlled by the vice president or director in charge of research and development.
Four Functions Involved in Product Research and Development
The organization structure for the research and development activities is an
important factor in the planning of cost information which may be desirable
and necessary for control purposes. After all, costs are controlled by the men
directly supervising the research and development functions and not by the
controller. Cost control data should follow the lines of responsibility.
Because research and development are assuming more significance in our
modern industrial economy, it is perhaps well to describe the major activities
which usually comprise these functions. Very often the director of research and
development reports to the president of the company. Under the director's
supervision may be found four basic but related fields of activity:
I. Research
2. Patents

3. Product and process engineering
4. Development

The activities of these four fields must be coordinated if the business is to acJUNE, 1952
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complish its objective of discovering and utilizing new products and processes.
First, the specific idea must be conceived and this is the purpose of fundamental
research i.e., to find new products or processes or to improve existing ones. The
research group conducts laboratory or small scale experiments to secure the
basic method or product on which the development groups will work. Also, the
research division may advise the other three divisions on technical problems.
The patent division obtains all patents on company inventions, reviews patent
data and literature, etc., and either conducts, or assists the legal department in
conducting, all patent litigation. As the work of the other research and development activities results in patentable ideas, it is obviously important for a
company to protect these rights. Hence, detailed and careful studies must be
undertaken to secure sound patents. Perhaps it is well to inject here the thought
that reduced costs achieved through less thorough patent searching and less
careful wording of patents can well prove to be a foolish economy.
Once an idea or product or process has reached the stage at which serious
consideration is to be given to either pilot plant or large -scale operations, it
becomes a project of the engineering division. Generally, this division operates
the pilot plant and secures the necessary data for an evaluation of large -scale
operation. It will specify the types of equipment and processes necessary in
commercial production.
Finally, the development division enters the picture. This activity studies the
market in an effort to determine present and potential demand for the product,
as well as supply, so as to assist in predicting the size of commercial facilities,
etc. The development division may also distribute samples to the field. When
commercial production is started, it may assist the salesmen until the product is
well established and final responsibility for sales is transferred to the sales department.
In small concerns the foregoing functions often are not departmentalized. On
the other hand, in some large companies additional duties are scheduled as a
part of the research and development activities. For example, the quality control
functions incident to the manufacturing process may be under the supervision
of the technical director. Again, as in the Plaskon Division of Libbey- OwensFord Glass Company, technical service or assistance to the field sales force in
meeting highly specialized chemical or production problems in a customer's
manufacturing process, may be placed under the wing of the research and development group. In any event, these functions are suggestive of how costs may
be segregated or accumulated by functions as well as by responsibility.
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Necessity of Research Costs; The Control Problem
Under our competitive economy, industrial firms grow and prosper by investing or developing new products, by improving existing products, or by developing new processes which reduce the cost of production. This must be
done, over the long run, to insure a reasonable return on the investment. It is
simply not enough to do fairly well that which is now being done, for competitors would pass by such a business. Improvement is the intangible attribute
which distinguishes the progressive company from the one on the road of decline. The very existence of a business enterprise, then, can be seen to depend
on research and development.
In a certain sense, the monies spent on research and development, quite different from many expenses, are like insurance policy premiums — premiums for
insurance to protect the assets of the business. Some may be short -term policies
whereas others may extend over a period of years. These characteristics must be
remembered by the controller when he evaluates an expenditure, an expenditure designed to protect the company and to increase the comforts or enjoyments
of life for many people.
Because of the nature of research and development activities, the question
arises as to what can be done to control the related costs, that is, to keep them
within defined limits. Furthermore, what can be done to assure that research is
actually effective? After all, the relationship between expenditures and results
can be quite remote and not apparent over a short period of time. Moreover,
the projects may be completely dissimilar to other past operations. Under these
circumstances the controller might well conclude that little control need be exercised, because very little can be done.
Yet, mature reflection can hardly avoid the realization that management, as
well as the stockholders, has the same responsibility and authority to secure all
the facts about the research and development activity as any other activity and
to use these facts as a basis for judging the efficiency of the operation. Further,
over the long term, perhaps even the short, the business must live within its
income. Hence, these conditions require at least certain minimum accounting
and control.
In attempting to establish very simple accounting control technique, many a
controller has run into resistance from the technical personnel. This might range
from grudgingly furnishing certain information, albeit with statements that
"research men should not waste their time by worrying about costs or budgets or
keeping time records" to a downright refusal to assist in any way with time
distribution because it "interferes with research ". Such an attitude arises from
J U N E , 19 52
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EXHIBIT 1

fear, often well - founded, that information provided from accounting sources
will harm or hinder research and development activities. This fear must be
removed through demonstrations by the controller that cost data, when properly
used, can be made to aid and assist the research department, whether in "sell1200
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ing" the benefits of a research project to management or for departmental con trol purposes.
When properly approached, few top -notch research men will disagree with
the premise that management has a right to determine how much will be spent,
that management should be advised of the progress being made — financial and
otherwise —and that research activities should be governed by well thought out
opinions of projects to be pursued. In the final analysis, the necessity for certain
controls must be accepted, but proper application or interpretation of accounting
information is a required corollary.
Primary Means of Controlling Research Costs
Research and development costs cover a variety of expenses. An important
cost is the salaries of the staff and related taxes and insurance. Supplies for the
laboratories and pilot plant will bulk large. Traveling expense and professional
fees may be incurred. Other expenses will be of the usual nature: supplies, repairs and maintenance, depreciation, power, telephone and telegraph, laundry,
dues and subscriptions, etc. What techniques are available for control of research
and development costs and just what part can the controller play? The nature
of research and development costs is quite varied and the control problems within each business organization may be quite different. There are, however, three
distinct approaches to control which may be utilized, either individually or collectively:
I. Control of expenditures— Provision can
be made for recording actual expenditures and making quite certain that such
outlays are kept within the budget limitations.
2. Functional control through application of
standards —For many research and development activities, just as in production
or distribution, standards can be established. A comparison of actual and
standard performance can be made and
corrective action taken as found necessa ry.
3. Control of effectiveness through planning and measurement of results —This

approach may be applied in the planning phases of research and development activities. Before a specific project
is undertaken, an analysis should be
made to estimate the probable savings
resulting from a successful application,
in comparison with the estimated cost of
research. A similar approach can be
used when the research and development is completed, to point out to management whether or not the research
expenditures were actually worth the
effort or, in fact, produced the estimated
savings.

On each of these phases, which will be successively considered in the subsequent sections of this article, the controller has the responsibility of making objective reports for the guidance of the research director as well as other members of management. It should be appreciated that information he collects,
when intelligently used in cooperation with the director of research, can be of
considerable aid in planning and policy determination as well as for control of
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EXHIBIT 2

costs. Suggestive of the types of reports which might be prepared for any one of
several purposes are these:
I. Comparison of actual and budgeted expenses by department responsibility.
2. Statement of project costs, indicating
1202

actual expenditures, commitments, and
unexpended balances.
3. Comparative statement of research costs
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with savings or earnings noted.
4. Selected statistical data, including —
a. Ratio of departmental or total salaries to manhours and comparison
with standard or past months.

b. Number of tests per man -day, including comparison with standard.
c. Relationship of research and development costs, by products and in
total, to net sales.

Budgetary Control of Research a nd Development; Five Reports
The determination of the total amount which may be spent on research and
development activities is obviously a management policy decision. Several factors must be considered, including the financial strength of the company, the
expected total income for the year or several years, competitive activity in the
company's field and the expected sales volume to be gained. Moreover, in considering the application of budgetary control to research and development costs,
it should be self- evident that the activity is not directly related to either production or sales. Therefore, flexibility cannot be introduced in terms of an allowance per production manhour or dollar of sales. Rather, an appropriation -type
budget is generously used, which may be increased or decreased as anticipated
business income, research requirements, or other considerations make it desirable.
The type of authorization used for research appropriations can vary by company, not only as to approvals required but also as to extent of expenditures, that
is, the appropriation may be the total sum to be spent over a stipulated period
of time or it may relate only to a particular project, an approval being required
on every project. Either method or a combination may be used. In any event, the
writer believes a preferred procedure is to require that the research director indicates his wants in considerable detail and why he needs the funds.
Much of the work in getting the details of the financial requirements can be
handled with the assistance of the accounting department. Exhibit 1 illustrates
a simple type of appropriation or budget request form to be submitted to the
president or other authorizing agency of the company. The reverse side provides
for a detailed listing of manhours and departmental cost estimates. Requiring
such detail has an advantage of giving some evidence of the degree of study
which has been given to each phase of the project. When the active interest of
the research personnel is gained, the desire or willingness to live with the budget
is correspondingly greater.
Preparing the financial data in the form required for the appropriation request
is usually only one phase of the duties of the controller's staff. There are
numerous others. For example, since costs are controlled by individuals, it is
necessary that the appropriation be detailed by responsibility and /or period of
time. Whether this is done before or after budget approval, depends on the circumstances. The controller must ascertain, in any case, that the detailed amounts
J U N E , 1952
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allotted to each department or section are in agreement with, or not greater
than, the total authorization. Once the expenditures are authorized and word is
given to proceed, the controller has the job also of recording actual expenditures and reporting to the responsibility involved, as well as to top management,
how budget and actual performance compare. The recording of actual expenses
is a simple job order costing problem.
Two typical budgetary control reports are summaries of budget and actual expense by departments and by type of expense. The former is primary, the latter
supplementary, although it has been chosen for the detail of Exhibit 2 (both
reports use the same form) because this detail is perhaps more revealing as to
the routine of research and development expenses. Supporting each of these
statements is the detail of actual and budgeted expenses for each department,
also in a type -of- expense form. Depending on the degree of refinement or type
of control, a report like Exhibit 3, Summary Project Status Report, may be prepared. The mechanics of preparing these reports are apparent. If in accordance
with company policy, budgeted expenses may be transferred between departments
and months to reflect changes in the timing of expenditures or changes in
projects.
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EXH IB IT 3

As in any type of good management, it is desirable to plan expenditures before monies are actually spent, so that the total research and development costs
do not exceed the budget. It is simple to determine the number of personnel
required, calculate the resulting salary and wage expense, and institute controls
to see that no excess staff is acquired. Similarly, commitments for laboratory
chemicals and supplies, together with actual expenses, can be tabulated by the
accounting department, so that the research director is kept informed by periodic
statements as to how total expenditures and commitments relate to the budget.
This type of information assumes more importance nearer the end of the project
or budget period. A simple example of such detail is illustrated in Exhibit 4,
Weekly Status Report. If required, even more detailed information can be furnished. An example might be a tabulated listing by supply requisition or invoice. In short, some of the techniques used for "preventive management" in
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the production and sales fields can be applied to the effective control of research
and development costs.
Work Accomplishment Standards to Supplement Budgetary Control

in

Necessary though budgetary control is, performance measured by it cannot
and should not be the sole criterion of research effectiveness. It is entirely possible to waste funds or use them inefficiently but yet remain within the limits
imposed on expenditures. Therefore, unit of performance standards on a cost
dollar or physical accomplishment basis are needed. True it is that research and
development work is varied and sometimes difficult to predict. Yet, in many
instances, unit standards have been used to good advantage. In fact, it is difficult to understand how a large organization could effectively control research
and development costs without such aids. These standards do not serve as a
substitute for the watchful eye and necessary guidance of the research supervisors, but they can be of assistance in evaluating the quantitative aspects of some
phases of the work. When the activities are numerous, such reports on performance can give some indication as to effectiveness, even where the benefit of
close personal supervision by the higher echelon is lost.
The ingenuity and guidance of the research staff must be used
gathering
the data and selecting bases for measurement and the functions to be measured.
It is a joint project for both the accountant and the research technician. Suggestive of some applications are these:
I. Number of requisitions filled (laboratory supply room.)
2. Cost per manhour of supplies.
3. Cost per manhour of total research
expense.
4. Number of tests per month.
5. Number of formulae developed per
manweek.
6. Number of pages of patent applica-

tions written per man -day.
7. Estimated manhours for function (overall project or part thereof— similar to
estimating maintenance or other job
orders).
8. Cost per patent application.
9. Pounds of production per manhour
(pilot plant).
10. Cost per operating hours.

Measuring Results from Research and Development
When all is said and done, the final measuring stick is whether or not the
research has "paid off." Is the company earning a good return on it or does the
cost of research and development exceed the return? This is the acid test. Some
means must be discovered or used to compare expense and income on a particular project or projects. How can this be done? Generally speaking, research
and development result in:
I. A cheaper manufacturing process.
2. An improved product.
J U N E , 1952

3. A new product.
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WEEKLY STATUS REPORT - WZM ENDED 12 -21 -51
PAPER TREATING
Pft JECT 40.

Department and Expense
Research
Salaries and Wages
Supplies
Power
Ot he r
Total
Development
Salaries and W ages
Tr a v e l i n g

Other
To t a l
Patent
Legal
Patent Applications
Mi s c e lla ne o us

Amount
Authorized
$ 4,000

5,�

Expenditures
This Week
Date
$

50 0
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9, 00
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$ 2,890
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3,870
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15
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I

$1 ,2 20
1, 2 0 0

$ 1,3 25
1, 4 1 0
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2,000
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$ '& , W

F2-,T3-0
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500

$

v

T -37 555
$ 4,000
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$ 8 600

To t a l
Expenditures
ead
Balance
Commitments Unexpended

--

$ 2,890

1,540

5,410

__
10
10

220
45

28 0
55

65

1,035

$ 1 , 3 25
1,410

$ 8,675
8, 5 9 0

17 TO

10 ,0 00

To t a l

$

22 0

$30 ,0 00

Ad m i n i s t r a t i v e

Purchase
Commitments

-__
-= 25 0

LZ79

$

80 0
20
10

$

---

__
--

1, 2 5 0

410)

320

1,680
FIT75

$

$ 1,2 00
460
490

80 0
20
10

$- - STO

1 2 , 150

(

7 -3 -075

--

$

$ 1,110

$ 2,1 70
'-

1 , 25 0

2 ,75 0

$1 , 55 0

$

$13, 700

$ 2 41 900

EXHIBIT 4

The problem is to value these results and compare them with the cost. The
approach can take one of two avenues. The research expense can be compared
with the total estimated savings or profits or against a standard allowance, perhaps expressed as a percentage of net sales. Obviously, not every research project
undertaken can be expected to show a profit but, over a period of time, management might well expect a rather high batting average.
If the fruit of research and development is a new process, the calculation of
savings is relatively easy. The cost of the new process is compared with the
old, including amortization of obsolete equipment for an arbitrary number of
years or for the life of the process. In this connection, it might be mentioned
that some firms have rules of thumb which, for example, stipulate that new
equipment or other expenditure must pay for itself in two years.
With respect to an improved product or a new one, an "index of return" may
be used. The measuring stick might be, say, three percent of net sales resulting
from the improved product as compared with actual research and development
expense. If sales volume of an improved product is not known for lack of cutoff, an estimate of a year's sales may be used. If a new product is developed,
the measure may be the normal net profit over a period of years or, as an index,
th e n o r m a l l y e x p e c t e d re se a r c h e x p en se o n t h i s sa l e s v o l u me , e x p r e ssed a s a p e r c e n t a g e o f sa l e s.
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A comparative statement incorporating both the cost savings and index approaches might appear as follows:
STANDARD
RESEARCH
ALLOW ANCE
(3% NET SALES)

New soapsaver
New allergon process
New quickmold
Improved paintsaver

3,540
12,400
8,590
6,400

$1,420
5,400
2,140
840

$1,560
1,100
1,020
2,800

$30,930

$9,800

$6,480

Total

$

PRODUCT

COST
SAVINGS OR
NET PROFIT
(THREE YEARS)

GA IN
OR
(LOSS)

ACTUAL
RESEARCH
EXPENSE
$

(140)
4,300
1,120
(1,960)

$3,320

These tests may also be used in advance, deriving the figures from estimates
or forecasts, and will serve to aid in research and development project planning.

Sundry Problems: Research as a Pricing Factor and as a Product
In this article emphasis has been placed on the use of cost information to keep
research and development expense within the bounds of the appropriation. Applications in terms of research effectiveness and planning also have been reviewed. While these are the primary ways in which research and development
data may be put to work, there are some other uses —to meet other forms in
which research figures in operations —of which the controller should be aware.
First, in setting selling prices, consideration should be given to research and
development costs —not only the expected level of expenses applicable to the
product line, but also the past costs. Again, research and development may be
carried on for customers who use the products of the company or for the government under a contract basis. Under these circumstances research is the product sold and the revenue accounting procedures should be reviewed to assure
proper costing to customer.
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COST NOW OR THEN?
A

PRO BL EM

WHICH

CO N F R O N TE D

ME

when taking over the cost accounting supervision of a general engineering and contract construction corporation was the determination of a feasible policy to adopt
in handling promotion costs. Most of the
larger construction companies employ resident, area, or traveling consultants, or combinations of such advisers, whose primary
duties are to effect potential and future
business contracts through area groundwork
for their corporations. Many industrial and
service organizations utilize a similar adaptation for the ever - increasing perspective
of their enterprises. The expenses involved
are the costs incurred in the setting up of
branch engineering offices, the staffing of
these, the promotional expenses of resident
or area representatives, the sa laries of these
employees, and the expenses and salaries
and bonuses of general contact agents, engineers, and estimators.
Whether to charge such expense to a
direct general overhead promotional cost
account or to adopt the long -range view
that the costs are really in the nature of
prepaid expense, has always been vexatious.
A careful spot -study of several companies
having such accounts (in and out of the
construction industry) has disclosed that
many set up the costs as an amortizable
asset. The incurred amounts are bunched
on an annual basis and written off over
periods varying from three to five years.
The decisive advantages of this policy are
the opportunity to charge contract projects
with costs which develop as a result of
each, and to level the total of these costs
into a predictable tax dedu ction.

P O I N T S
the accounting department when equipment
was moved. The foreman claimed he did not
ha ve the time to write a report or was not
sure what equipment was under his supervision.
An equ ipment file was prepa red for each
department in the pla nt on stock cards a nd
filed in a ledger posting binder, arranged
according to the recommendation of each
department foreman. Each was advised that
his section of the book represented equipment which ha d been a ssigned to him and
that he wa s responsible for any changes or
relocations except for items released to
another department or scrapped. Periodically, the compa ny's investment department
takes the foreman's card index and makes
a physical inventory of the department.
The depa rtment foreman is responsible for
all equipment not located. The cards are
then checked to the records and necessary
changes and adjustments are prepared.
A result of the procedure which was not
anticipated is that the foreman is using
his cards to record any unusual factors affecting the established life of the equipment. This information is recorded and
depreciation rates adjusted accordingly. The
savings which have been realized through
both property and income tax reductions
due to the immediate reporting of obsolescence or dismantling of equipment has
more than paid for the cost of installation
of the new procedu re.
THOMAS MOORE, Akron

TERRELL HAUSER, Omaha
JUNIOR SIZE
WHERE IS IT?
With us
to get ea ch departmenta l forema n to notify
I T HAS ALWAYS BE E N DI FF IC UL T
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current literature
on office routines, in accounting and business periodicals, there is a frequent plea
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DI F

V I E W

for the development of specialized systems
to handle the many and varied accounting
problems which occur in today's complex
economy. However, there are many times
when an office manager or chief accounting
officer should declare himself for consistency and ignore the theoretical possibilities of specialization and potential simplifications. Too often, in the smaller organizations, it will be found that the development of specialized systems for individual
problems will result in confusion among
the clerks and other office employees who
must handle the not -so- frequent transactions.
The problem is entirely one of size. In
some matters, our branch plant has a sufficient volume of transactions to warrant
the copying of systems and forms which
are in use at the ten -times larger main
plant but, in many situations, the branch
plant must develop its own systems. The
branch plant attempts to keep its systems
as consistent one with another as is possible, so that the much smaller clerical force
will be more able to concentrate on accuracy and efficiency and will not have to
devote its time to remembering the complexities of multiple systems which accomplish the same function.
R. A. MORGAN, Fox River Valley
COM ING TO TERMS
AFTER READING N UM E R O US ARTICLES

on
cost accounting and listening to many speakers on the subject, I have concluded that
the terms, "standard cost" and "budget ",
need clarification so that we shall all attach the same meaning to them.
First, the term "standard cost" may be
J U N E , 19 52

used from either the unit cost or the tota l
cost standpoint. From the unit cost standpoint it is the total cost to manufacture a
unit of the finished product under reasonably efficient conditions. From the total
cost standpoint the standard cost for a
given period for materials used, for labor
cost, or for bu rden will simply be the product of the unit standard cost for each of
these elements multiplied by the actual production in terms of finished units for the
period under review.
The term budgeted cost, however, whether
used from the unit cost or tota l cost standpoint, should represent a predetermined estimate of what costs will be for a given
period if properly controlled. It is the
result of a pplying to the standa rd cost, a djustments for any abnormal conditions
expected to be met in the coming period,
including seasonal fluctuations over and
under averages incorporated in standards.
I believe that, if the foregoing usages
were universally adopted, a great deal of
the confusion caused by the loose interchange of these terms would be avoided.
AUSTIN F. MATTHEWS, JR., Providence

THE FINAL HURDLE
AS M O S T O F TH E accounting department's
work eventually culminates in a report to
management, both industrial and public accountants are constantly required to supplement their statistical data with written
information. This writing needs to be as
free from ambiguity, as do the findings
themselves. Just as the real worth of ac-

cou nting is a u seful report to ma nagement,
so the rea l worth of a ny written pa rt of a
report is a concise, vivid expressiveness
that will both hold the interest of the
reader and convey the intended meaning
with lucidity.
JOHN J . D08SON, Kansas City
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Disclosing Product and Period Costs to Salesmen
by CHARLES C. JAMES
Associate Counsellor, Stevenson, Jordan 8 Harrison, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Upon a conviction that sound practice makes it imperative to let the
sales force know both product margins and period costs, the present author has written a simplified narrative of the growth of a business from a small start, to illustrate what is involved in the sales
profitability picture. He also offers detail as to the procedure under
which the salesmen work in one company in which such information
is supplied.

salesman in the dark as to whether his
A order No. 4 -1144 for $1,000 of aProduct
A is better business for the comRE WE SMART WHEN WE LEAvE

pany than his order No. 4 -1145 for $1,000 of Product B? Could not our sales
manager do his job better if we told him whether Salesman X or Salesman Y is
producing more for the company when they both average $ 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 a year in
gross sales? I would say that the failure to supply this type of information is
a serious omission and I am beginning to believe that we cost accountants are
so remote from the merchandising end of our businesses that we do not realize
that it is sales dollars which turn every wheel, spark every action, and recover
every cost in our plants.
Whenever a man from the sales department ventures to ask us to tell him
the cost of something we make, we quickly run and load up our figures with
everything, including the kitchen stove, before we give them to him. We fear
that if we do not make our costs high enough, he will cut the price down so
low to get an order that there will not be any profit in taking the business. As
a matter of fact that usually happens anyway, because one of the sales boys
seldom comes around asking about costs except when he has a price cutting
gleam in his eye.
We might do better if, instead of being secretive about our costs, we went to
the other extreme and required every salesman to know the cost of every item
he sells. Suppose we were to look upon our salesman as the "business men" of
our organization and treat them accordingly. A true business man knows how
business works from the bottom up. Why not insist on salesmen learning the
business facts of life? The allegorical lesson of which the body of this article
consists is one way to do it. When this story has been narrated, it will be possible to draw sound conclusions and to illustrate the practicability of letting the
salesmen in on profitability data.
1210
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Bob Hotchkiss' Business: The Home Industry Stage
Once upon a time there was a young man named Robert Hotchkiss. Bob had
been graduated from one of our best colleges with a degree in electrical engineering. He had married and for a few years had worked for a salary. In his spare
time he had developed an improved type of electric condenser. He decided to
make and sell it for his own account. Today he is the head of one of the largest
electronic devices manufacturing companies in America.
When Bob Hotchkiss first began to make condensers, lie and Mrs. Hotchkiss
did the work in their own kitchen with the help of Molly Maguire, a neighbor
girl. Bob paid Molly fifty cents an hour for working in her spare time. They
boiled paste in a pot on the kitchen stove, cut gauze and foil with the family
scissors, and wound the condensers on a converted clothes wringer. They
soldered leads with a home -made outfit, and filled, potted and packaged the finished product by hand.
Among the three of them there were days when they made and shipped fifty
condensers which, at about a dollar apiece, yielded a gross income of fifty
dollars, more or less. The material which went into the condensers cost around
forty cents apiece, or some twenty dollars for the fifty units. So Bob had thirty
dollars left, less what he paid Molly Maguire for about six hours work at fifty
cents an hour.
Not bad for a start, but not good for the long pull. Mrs. Hotchkiss needed
the kitchen for other purposes too much of the time and she had other things
to do besides help Bob make condensers. She was willing to go on until Bob
had gained a foothold, until he had proved to his own satisfaction that he could
make good condensers and find a favorable market for them. Then he must
find somewhere else to make his condensers.
A Bigger Business —And the Complication of More Costs
Bye and bye, that was just what Bob did, but he found also that it complicated his financing, his bookkeeping, and his cost accounting. It was not long
until he was shipping two hundred and fifty condensers nearly every day instead of fifty some days. His price was still about a dollar apiece and his materials still cost him around forty cents per condenser, leaving him a gross income of about $150. However, now a hundred other costs had to be paid out
of this $150.
He had ten full -time employees but they were not all making condensers.
Molly Maguire was keeping records and accounts, writing letters and answering
J U N E , 19 52
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the phone. There was a handy man who unloaded materials, kept the place
clean and helped with shipping. There was also a foreman who helped Bob
plan and lay out the work and saw that it was carried out according to the plan.
Besides that he checked the time of other employees, made out shipping papers,
adjusted and made minor repairs of equipment, besides investigating everything
that went wrong. Between him and Molly they kept the shop going when Bob
was out seeing his customers.
Not only were there the people he employed, there were outside expenses too.
Every month there were bills to pay —for rent, for supplies for the office and
the shop, repairs, electricity, telephone, telegrams, postage, gas, water, fuel.
Every now and then insurance premiums had to be paid, legal expenses cropped
up, new tools, machines and equipment had to be bought.
Bob figured his billings were about $5,000 a month, out of which his material
cost him some $2,000, so he had around $3,000 left to meet these payroll and
other costs. Certainly, he thought, this should be enough and still leave a nice
slice for profits. Yet, he was beginning to realize that the matter was not entirely single and had begun to apply his mind to what might be called the
dynamics of profit. Bob had had enough business experience by this time to
realize that profits are dependent upon three factors: (1) prices, (2) volume
of sales, and (3) costs. He had found that to some extent these factors were
independent of each other, to some degree they were interdependent, and in
every way they were dependent upon his own good judgment and resourcefulness.
Since Bob did all the selling and authorized every expenditure, he had to
take full responsibility for making his income exceed his outgo. If he held out
for high prices, he lost volume to competitors. If he cut his prices to get volume,
his competitors cut theirs too, so his increase in volume was only temporary but
the lower prices lingered on and his income shrank.
Bob Meets Sales Deductions, Labor Standards, Fixed Costs
For a while Bob had looked upon the difference between his sales income and
his material costs as the amount available to "run the business" and give him
profit. His figures had soon begun to show him other things which had to be
deducted from the sales price for each condenser before he could start figuring
on how much gross income he had left to spend and save. The first of these related to offsets to selling price. For example, most of his customers insisted
on a cash discount for paying Bob's invoices with reasonable promptness. For
some customers he had to allow transportation charges to equalize his delivered
1212
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prices with those of competition. The cost of the power be used for aging condensers, over and above his basic demand cost and the up- charge for lower consumption levels, was dependent upon the number of condensers produced and
their rated voltage. Each of these factors took a bite out of his selling price and
needed intelligent recognition.
Then there was the big item of labor cost, which proved to have unexpected
"wrinkles ". Bob could figure how much time it ought to take a good workman
for each operation in making and packaging, say, a hundred condensers of any
specified voltage and capacity but, when he added it all up for the condensers
he made and shipped on any day, the total was short of the time for which he
paid all his operators for that day's work. The more he studied the problem
the more reasons he found to account for the difference. He finally worked out
by rule of thumb a basic relationship between his estimate of the time it ought
to take to do the manufacturing and packaging operations —his "standard productive hours," so to speak —and the time he paid for on his hourly payroll.
However, he found that this relationship was not a constant ratio. When his
standard productive hours went down fifty per cent, his payroll did not decrease fifty per cent, nor vice versa. For example, with eight hourly workers on
the payroll, about the best he could get on the average day was around forty nine standard productive hours out of the total of sixty-four hours he paid for.
If work was slack and Bob found that he could get along with seven hourly
workers, their daily output came to forty -two standard productive hours out of
the total of fifty -six. Conversely, when production stepped up to where he
needed to have nine workers on the payroll, their daily production rated fifty -six
standard productive hours, out of the total of seventy -two, so his basic figures
looked like this:
LABOR COSTS
NUMBER OF
HOURLY
EMPLOYEES

6
7
8
9

TOTAL HOURS
WORKED
PER DAY

48
56
64
72

TOTAL PAY
@600 PER
HO U R

$28.80
33.60
38.40
43.20

AVERAGE STANDARD PRODUCTIVE
HOURS

LABOR COST
PER STANDARD
PRODUCTIVE HOUR

35
42

;. 83

49
56

.78
.77

.80

From these figures Bob could see that his labor payroll went up or down $4.80
for every seven hours his standard productive hours went up or down, but he
would still have a daily labor payroll of $4.80 if his standard productive hours
went down to zero. That did not make much sense but it did give him a basis
from which he could get away from the even more absurd conclusion that his
labor cost per condenser was higher one day than another, when there was no
J U N E , 1952
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difference in the time it should take to make and package them. He had only
to figure his labor cost at 681/2 cents per standard productive hour for the time
it should take to make and package each lot of condensers, as a direct cost
just like the cost of his materials, and add the $4.80 per day to the costs which
went on and on, regardless of how many condensers he made, like rent, taxes,
depreciation, and salaries.
Furthermore, Bob eventually found that nearly all of his expenditures were
divisible into two components, one which increased or decreased with the
volume of business, the other a hard basic core which volume did not affect
unless he took positive action to adjust it to business needs —and he could
not always do that.
Since the price at which he sold his condensers exceeded the direct cost of
selling, making, packaging and shipping them, by a different amount on practically every order, manifestly he must add up what he realized on all orders
each day, week, month, quarter and year to see whether the total exceeded
the non - fluctuating basic expenditures for the same period by enough to give
him a good profit.
Allocating Period Expenses to the Salesman —and Sales Force
As long as Bob was doing all his own selling, Molly Maguire could add
up each day's orders and enter the summarized totals on a running record.
But there came a day when Bob decided to hire a salesman to go after more
business, and Bob wanted his records to show how much "marginal revenue"
his own sales produced and how much his new salesman turned in. So Molly
had to keep two records, which required that Bob and his new salesman must
divide between them the total "period expenditures" so each should shoulder
responsibility for his fair share.
That was at the start of things, long ago. The business has since grown.
Now -a -days, with a nationwide sales organization made up of individual salesmen, district sales managers and a general sales manager at the home office,
there are many sales performance records to tabulate, but the principle is just
the same as when there were only two.
Each salesman, the district managers, and the general sales manager, has
a drawing account, but his earnings are above or below his drawing account
by the same percentage that the marginal revenue on the sales booked each
month for which he gets credit exceeds or falls short of the share of budgeted
period expenditures allotted to him. In effect, each is in business for himself.
For example, in Baltimore, John Hendy has a quota of two per cent of the
1214
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company total, which figures out to $1,000 a week or $200 a day. John has a
little black book which shows his manufacturing customers' base prices with
quantity discounts and freight allowances, as well as the list prices on replacement condensers with jobbers' and retailers' discounts, and the standard product
cost of every type, voltage and capacity of every item he sells. John can figure
his marginal revenue on the copy he keeps of every order he sends in, by deducting the standard product cost from the net sales price for each item. Every
day he can know how he is making out against his daily quota of $200. Once
a month, the accounting department tabulates the figures and sends them to him
with a check for his premium earnings and also sends summarized tabulated
figures to the district sales manager and the general sales manager.
Basis of Apportioning Period Expenses to Areas or Salesmen
Bob's company, having grown from a small beginning, has developed by
trial and error an acceptable apportionment of budgeted period expenditures
among sales territories and among individual salesmen. One relatively simple
rule has emerged from this experience, namely:
"All period expenditures are treated as apportionable, except only those which could
and would be eliminated by dropping out the particular territory or the particular
salesman."

Another company wishing to follow Bob's procedure might find the problem
of how to apportion budgeted period expenditures fairly among sales districts
and individual salesmen too perplexing for its sales manager to solve. He is
the one who will have to tell each of his district sales managers what is expected, not in gross sales but in marginal revenue. They in turn must make
it clear and acceptable to each saleman that his orders must periodically bring
in enough marginal revenue considerably to exceed his pro rata share of period
expenditures, together with his own base salary and his expenses.
At first I should expect that the sales manager would need a lot of cost
data and helpful guidance from his cost accountant. With practice, he should
become an expert in his own right. Since the whole problem is one of good
business and our sales manager should be the best business man in our organization (as we have said), maybe, if we ask him, we should find out at the
start that he has a lot of good ideas on the subject which we as cost accountants
had never thought of. But basically, I dare say, he will agree with the rule
prescribed by the United States Supreme Court: assign directly wherever possible and be just to all concerned in prorating the remainder.
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PRODUCT
Distributors

Model

A

Dealers C L

ho-10_5%
of
Off
Marginal Selling
11 at Revenue Price

F 10 S 10
F 11 S 10

48.8o
52.53

8.74
9.14

17.9
17.4

F 11 S 1 1

53 . 9 3

10 . 0 2

18.6

F
F
F
F
F

20 S
21 S
31 S
4o S
51'S

10
10
10
10
10

56 .0 5
58 . 5 3
60 . 8 5
56 . o 5
64.13

8.05
7. 0 2
7. 9 6
8.05
9. 7 0

F
F
F
F
F

52
53
61
62
80

S 11
S 11
S 11
S 11
S 10

71. 12
82.78
66.45
73 . 4 5
89.77

F
F
F
F
F

81
91
99
51
52

S
S
S
D
D

11
11
11
22
22

F
F
F
F
F
F

53
61
62
81
91

D
D
D
D
D

22
22
22
22
22

1
Off
List
54.5o
58.65

Marginal
Revenue
14.44
15.26

Dealers L C L

Of
Selling
Price
26.5
26.o

Off
Li s t

_T -

27 . 1

57.50
61.86
63.50

11.23
13 .9 1
15.12
11.23
17 .2 1

19 . 0
21.3
22 . 2
19 .0
24 .0

79 :4 1
92.36
74.23
82 .0 0
10 0 . 1 4

19.75
24 . 2 5
18 . 4 2
20.95
23. 51

9.4
10 . 0
11.0
15.4
16 .2

11 5 .6 8
10 5 .3 2
11 8. 27
97.55
10 5 .3 2

.17.8
15.9
16 . 6
10 . 7
8. 2

9.2

Marginal
Revenue

1-

Selling

-

17.44

16.47
19.59

30.3
29.9
30.9

59:23
69.05
71.77
59.23
75.59

11.23
17.54
18.88
11.23
21.16

19.0
25.4
26.3
19.0
28.0

24.9
26.3
24.8
25.5
23.5

83.77
97.41
78.32
86.50
105.59

24.11
29.30
22.51
25.45
28.96

28.8
30.1
28.7
29.4
27.4

21 .6 9
20 .3 1
23 . 8 0
23.60
26.16

18 .8
19.3
20.1
24.2
24 .8

121.95
111.05
124.68
102.66
111.05

27.96
26.04
30.21
28.91
31.89

22.9
23.4
24.2
28.1
28.7

11 8 .2 7
100.14
107.91
14 1 . 5 9
12 6 . 0 5

31 .0 9
24.63
27 . 1 9
28 .0 8
22.26

26.3
24.6
25.2
19.8
17 .7

139.50

26.25

18.8

124.68
105.59
113.77
151.05
132.86
146.50

37.50
30.08
33.05
37.54
29.07
33.25

29.0
24.9
21.9
22.7

60.20

16.29

14 .4
12.0
13.1
14.4
15.1

59 . 2 3
65 .4 2
68 . 0 1
59 . 2 3
71 . 6 4

11.46
14.67
10.64
12.40
13.14

16.1
17 .7
16 . o
16.9
14 .6

103.76
94. 44
10 6 . 1 0
87 . 4 5
94 .4 4

9. 77
9.43
11 . 6 3
13. 50
15 . 2 8

10 6 .1 0
89 . 7 7
96.77
12 7 .0 8
11 3 .0 9

18.92
14.26
16 . 0 5
13 . 5 7
9.30

99 D 22 124.75

11.50

28.5

NOTLi Net selling prices exclude 10% excise tax

EXHIBIT 1

A Pause for Definitions

a

To this point, we have traced the development of Bob Hotchkiss' company
and have seen that, as soon as his sales force expanded beyond the numeral
"one," -and much more so when it expanded to the size of a sales staff of a
manufacturing company servicing
nationwide market -the need existed to
know what each salesman was accomplishing in terms of marginal revenue to
meet period expenditures and provide profit.
When these two terms were met along the course of the narrative, and also
the term "Standard Productive Hour," they were taken in stride, their essential
meanings being carried in context. Now, however, since we have finished
Bob's story and developed a principle or two from it, our terms deserve definition if they are to stand on their own. They are not terms unfamiliar to accountants generally, yet they require clear understanding. Hence, before
illustrating a practical application of the procedure Bob found so necessary,
three definitions will be offered.
Standard Productive Hour -Time spent on the job by direct labor may or
may not be fairly productive. For this reason industrial engineers and cost
accountants no longer figure direct labor costs on the basis of elapsed time
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divided by units of output. To do so would freeze into the basis all the wasted
time and other inefficiencies of previous performances. Instead the time it
ought to require to do the job by a competent workman, working diligently with
adequate allowances for relief, relaxation and rest, is determined by method and
time study. Such standard time may be stated as "standard productive minutes"
or "standard productive hours" for any number of units of output from one up.
One of the important responsibilities of supervision is to find ways to reduce
the excess of elapsed time above standard time so that its cost, which will have
to be recovered out of the price of the product, will be minimized.
Period Expenditures —In accounting very little is plain black or white. Most
everything is a varying shade of gray. This is why it is difficult to draw precise lines of demarcation and give exact definitions of what lies on each side
of the lines. Instead of a series of stripes the black fades out gradually, as
shown below:
I
D C

A L L

C 0 S T S

NC

R
E

R T

C S

E S

T

C
T

In the cost picture we have, for instance, the cost of raw material, which
is strictly variable per unit of product in contrast with real estate taxes which
are fixed per annum, but most other expenditures are neither wholly variable
nor wholly fixed. At one extreme are items whose variability is almost but
not quite in direct relation to product output (or sales), while at the other
extreme the variability is slight indeed.
By analysis each item of so- called semi - variable costs can be separated between its variable and its nonvariable elements. By adding the variable element
to other variable items we find a fairly exact total for direct costs. By adding
the nonvariable element to other fixed costs we find a fairly exact total for
indirect costs or "period expenditures" as they have come to be called, a term
that has been adopted to avoid the implication which lies in the word "fixed ",
namely that all items so classified are beyond the control of management. It
must be borne in mind that classification of the elments of costs for determining
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profit margins on products is no determinant of the field of managerial control.
Many items of variable costs are much more difficult to control than many items
of period expenditures. For example, it is much harder to change a piece rate
written into a wage contract than to increase or decrease an appropriation for
research.
Marginal Revenue - "Marginal revenue', or "Marginal income ", as some
prefer to call it, is the amount by which the net sales price on each order exceeds the direct cost of selling, making and delivering the product sold. Only
when the aggregate marginal revenue from all products sold during any period
exceeds the period expenditures is there a profit for that period.
As a problem in accounting technique it will be found unnecessary to figure
out marginal revenue on each order. Approximations satisfactory for practical
purposes can be obtained without excessive detail work.

DISIRIEUIORS

DEALERS C L

DEALERS L C L

-1
Off

Model

List

MaxFinal Selling
Revenue
Price

1

110 S 50E
F1 1 S5 0 E
F
F
F
F
F

0

OTi
List

Marginal
Revenue

-

72.64
75.23

T

-

Selling
Price

u0s

Off
List

0

Marginal
Revenue

Selling
Price

16.00
13.81

22.0
18.4

76.59
79.32

$ 19.95
17.90

26.1
22.6

16.03
14.78
12.35
34.77
32.65

19.0
16.0
13.4
27.6
25.9

89.23
97.41
97.41
132.86
132.86

20.67
19.83
17.40
41.58
39.46

23.2
20 4
17.9
31.3
29.7

20 S 50E
21 S 50E
21 S 51E
51 S 60E
51 S 61E

113.09
113.09

21.81
19.69

19.3
17.4

84.59
92.36
92.36
126.05
126.05

F 51 S 70E
F 51 S 71E
F 51 D 62S
F 51 D 72E
F5 2 D6 3 E

113.09
113.09
124.75
12L.75
136.L1

21.34
19.38
18.84
18.47
21.95

18.9
17.1
15.1
14.8
16.1

126.05
126.05
139.00
139.00
151.95

34.30
32.34
33.09
32.72
37.49

27.2
25.7
23.8
23.5
24.7

132.86
132.86
146.50
146.50
160.14

41.11
39.15
40.59
40.22
45.68

30.9
29.5
27.7
27.5
28.5

F 52 D 73E
F 91 D 60E
F 91 D 70F
F 99 D 60E
F 99 D 70E

136.41
1L5.74
145.74
157.40
157.40

21.63
25.01
24.54
27.21
26.74

15.9
17.2
16.8
17.3
17.0

151.95
162.32
162.32
175.27
175.27

37.17
41.59
41.12
45.08
U.61

24.5
25.6
25.3
25.7
25.5

160.14
171.05
171.05
184.68
184.68

45.36
50.32
49.85
54-49
54.02

28.3
29.4
29.1
29.5
29.3

100.14
100.14

15.12
12.69

15.1
12.7

105.59
10559

20.57
18.14

19.5
17.2

F 25 S 50E

F 25 S 51E

NOTE: Net selling prices exclude 10% excise tax

EXHIBIT 2

So no one may think that apportioning period costs among the people who
must bring in the money to pay for them, instead of among the products they
sell, is impossible or impracticable, the remainder of this article covers principally a case history of a company in which this has been done and where it
has worked well.
The Cold Base Appliance Company manufactures two products with twenty four models of one and nineteen of the other. The following are its published
list prices for each model:
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PRODUCT B

PRO DU CT A
Mo d el No .

List Price

Mo d el No .

List Price

F10Sl0
F I I S 10
F I I S 11
F20S 10
F21 S 10
F31 S 10
F40S 10
F51 S 10
F 5 2 S II

$110
118
121
115
133
138
115
142
160

F1O S50E
F I I S 50E
F20 S 50E

$145
150
170
185
185
250
250
250
250

Model No .

List Price

Model No .

List Price

F 53 S 11
F61 S I I
F 62 S 11
F 80 S 10
F81 S 11
F91 S 11
F 99 S 11
F 51 D 22
F 52 D22
F 53 D 22
F 61 D 22
F 62 D 22
F 81 D 22
F 91 D 22
F 99 D 22

$185
150
165
200
230
210
235
195
210
235
200
215
280
250
275

F 51 D 62E
F 51 D 72E
F 52 D 63E
F 52 D 73E
F 91 D 60E
F91 D 70E
F 99 D 60E
F 99 D 70E
F 25 S 50E
F 25 S 51 E

$275
275
300
300
320
320
345
345
200
200

PRO DU CT A

F21 S 50
F21 S51E
F 51 S 60E
F51 S61E
F 51 S 70E
F51 S71E
PRODUCT B

Each salesman is furnished confidential lists of net prices (exclusive of the
ten per cent excise tax), which show the marginal revenue for each model
by classes of customers. No salesman has authority to quote different prices
except upon explicit authority from the home office and then only in cases in
which it is necessary to meet price competition. Copies of these confidential
lists appear as Exhibits 1 and 2.
The monthly budgeted period expenditures amount to $70,000. This amount
was divided among salesmen as follows:
A. H. Carnes
W . D. Dickens
H . E. Freed
J.
F.
C.
L.
J.

M . Hi l l
R. Lo ng
D. Mc M ann
T. Mi t c h e n

L. Monte
J. S. Neuren
D. L. Parke
J . A . Pearce
P. R. Sheetz
I. E. Thomas
L. V. Voight
D. C . W aller
F. S. W est
Commission agents and
house accounts
TOT AL
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BUDGETED PERIOD EXPENDITURES
$

NA M E
J . N. Brack

2,450
1,330
1,750
3,990
1,960
1,330
4, 76 0
2,2 40

1,960
2,450
2,660
4,270
2,310
1,260
3,990
3,500
1,260
26,530
$70,000
7219

Tabulation of sales results and bonuses earned for the month of March
follows:

TOTAL

26,530

31,266

117.9

$70,000

$75,810

108.3

$

PER CENT OF
BUDGETED
EXPENDITURES
11.4
250.5
39.0
261.2
107.0
122.4
10.0
66.6
173.1
37.7
162.3
49.1
115.7
51.8
191.7
9.7
10.1

$

MARGINAL
REVENUE
EARNED
280
3,332
682
10,419
4,057
1,627
478
1,492
3,393
924
4,318
2,098
2,672
653
7,648
338
127

BONUS
EARNED
PER CENT
0.0
150.5
0.0
161.2
107.0
22.4
0.0
0.0
73.1
0.0
62.3
0.0
15.7
0.0
91.7
0.0
0.0
-

&

NAME
J. N. Brack
A. H. Carnes
W. D. Dickens
H. E. Freed
J. M. Hill
F. R. Long
C. D. McMann
L. T. Mitchen
J. L. Monte
J. S. Neuren
D. L. Parke
J. A. Pearce
P. R. Sheetz
I. E. Thomas
L. B. Voight
D. C. W aller
F. S. West
Commission Agents
House Accounts

BUDGETED
PERIOD
EXPENDITURES
2,450
1,330
1,750
3,990
1,960
1,330
4,760
2,240
1,960
2,450
2,660
4,270
2,310
1,260
3,990
3,500
1,260

Is there any better way to bring home to each salesman how much his sales
efforts have contributed to the pool from which the company must pay its
period expenditures and earn its profits?
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Sales Territory Cost Control
by SEBERT SCHNEIDER
Budget Director, International Salt Co., Inc., Scranton, Penna.

That portion of .yelling expense which i t associated with the field
time of the salesman in terms of his remuneration and expenses receives major attention in this article. There is described a procedure
by which the budgeted cost of this sales e§ort, placed on a unit basis
by products, is developed into a budget total through application of
territory sales quotas and then broken down to expense classifications
in order to carry out the control objectives.
S LO N G AS COM PE T I T I ON CON T I N U E S

to have full and free play in Ameri-

A can economy, the most important function in a company's operation will
continue to be that of product distribution. It will also be the most costly and
wasteful unless it is controlled rigidly and this means a well - regulated program
for the purpose, like that usually applied to product processing. In practically
every well -run company, manufacturing problems and costs are at least fairly
well set up and an accountant can, with the help of well - established and approved methods of allocating burdens, give a complete picture at all times
as to product costs and general plant operations.
There is a group of selling costs which yield readily to much the same treatment. Some of the costs of distributing a product, such as advertising and sales
promotion, while they often present more complications than factory costs,
can be apportioned to products and territories on a fairly direct basis and controlled accordingly. The individual product is usually featured in advertising
media and, where it is desired to relate this type of cost to a specific sales area,
circulation figures, program coverage or other acceptable bases may be employed
for costing purposes. Item and program expenditures for sales promotion are
usually applicable to one or more sales leader item and are expended in a definite area.
Orders Received Not A Satisfactory Allocation Base
However, sales representative costs present an entirely different problem if
each representative sells the entire company line or a large and perhaps diverse
segment of it. In this case, the cost of the particular call which consummates
the sale is in no way indicative of the cost of selling the product or products
sold. It is very often necessary to make more than one call and these calls may
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be spread over a considerable period of time. This circumstance points out a
major weakness of using sales orders and their composition as a method of discerning sales effort production. Widely distorted selling costs per item may
result and similarly distorted standards of performance may be set up.
Sales Budget As A Proportionate Measure of Sales Effort
I believe that a well thought out and carefully planned sales budget is a
step nearer the actual measurement of work done. Such a budget reflects the
task presented to the salesman. It shows, in terms of quotas, the items he has
been instructed to give his time and efforts to and the quantity of budgeted
sales for each item discloses by implication the relative amount of time he should
allot. It goes without saying that properly arrived at sales budget quantities are
necessary.
The standing of item quotas as a measurement base for the salesman's task
is still further established if these quotas are used as the basis of a sales incentive plan. With the sales dollar as a common denominator, it is possible to
arrive at a total budgeted figure in dollars for the salesman to shoot at. As
some of the items which have the least resistance carry a smaller value per
item, they will not add up as fast in total dollars of sales as the more highly
competitive items which are sold at a higher price and, consequently, build up
the sales dollars more rapidly. This over -all planning method provides a way
of properly weighing sales effort among products, although it might be defective if gross margins vary widely within price classifications.
Of course, the reasoning advanced here does presuppose good sales budgeting. A long range forecast should be a part of the regular quota program.
This is especially important in a company supplying raw material for specific
basis industries. In order to assure the industrial consumers of the product a
definite source of supply over a period of years, the program of a company
should be tied into such forecasts. As most of the basic industries have made
studies of expected growth for at least the next decade, it is possible, by using
such studies, to arrive at a figure which will very closely represent the amount
of product the company is expected to make. Studies of long -term trends are
of great value in arriving at this type of figure. With these long -range programs kept up to date from year to year, the actual sales quota information
for setting up reliable yearly sales dollar budgets becomes available.
In order to establish the right type of sales quota, it is necessary to have a
thorough knowledge of individual markets. A territory to be covered by a
sales representative must have been carefully pre - planned. For the company
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under consideration, it will be assumed that the territory has been divided into
trading areas in accordance with the international magazine marketing program.
Besides providing well - defined sales areas, this program has the special feature
of carrying a buying power index. It shows the percentage of the national
market contained in each of the 608 principal trading centers in the United
States. These individual area percentages are based on twenty -one major business factors and fairly well represent the potential market as far as household
and personal consumer demands are concerned. The company under discussion does not cover the entire continental United States. Hence, the index in
each covered area is increased in ratio so that the total becomes one hundred
per cent.
In addition, over a period of years, the salesmen will have reported all of
the major consumers in each of the trading areas and will have estimated the
volume of each product that the indicated customer will use. Government compiled industry figures for the product by states can also be used as a fairly accurate check of potentials.
This sales potential information has, in the present case, been placed on
punched card which, in addition to the name of the account and the volume
consumed, also indicate the type of business in which the customer is engaged.
As far as possible, the source of supply for the accounts that are not sold is
indicated. These cards are segregated for listing purposes by individual trading areas, with reseller customers in one group and industrial buyers in another,
the trading areas being the units which, combined, make up a sales representative's territory. A group of territories comes under a district office.
Experience-Based Unit Costs for Sales Effort on Each Product
The sales quotas are one factor of the territory cost budget. The other is a
unit cost applicable to sales effort for individual products, tailored to sales conditions. There are some complications in working up these costs.
As has been indicated, there are two main types of products. One, a highly
refined product processed and packaged in various forms, is used as a table
and household unit to some extent, with a large portion going to industrial
customers. The other, a product obtained by mining and which can be used
with very little processing, goes almost wholly for industrial purposes. The
refined product, marketed through resellers, requires additional sales effort in
the form of representatives who make sales direct to retail outlets and turn the
order over to the wholesaler for delivery. The industrial products require special representatives with engineering qualifications.
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To get a common denominator for line and product sales cost application,
it is necessary to consider that, even though the customer takes delivery by truck,
a combination of truckloads may be interpreted as a typical carload. On this
basis, item quotas are converted into carload quotas for each sales representative. The carloads fall into the following four major groups to which budgeted
costs (usually those reflected by the experience of each territory over a period
of time) can be readily classified and unit carload costs obtained:
I. Resellers
2. Chain outlets

3. Farm outlets
4. Industrial consumers

The quota cards described earlier form the basis for a call record which embodies territory experiences for this purpose. Listings are made every six months
and, after the name of each account, spaces are provided for each month of a
six month period. Any call made by the salesman on an account or prospect
during that period is indicated on the call report. The following symbols are
used to indicate the type of call:
I. Sales call —order received
2. Sales call —no order

3. Service call (any call where sale is not

prime reason)
4. Buyer out
5. Engineer call

This record which shows the customers called on and the type of business
classification into which each falls can be used to compile experience on the
amount of time spent in contacting each of the four customer types which have
been identified. The time can be priced and extended by average cost per call
to get the costs for the sales representative's work for each group. In this,
precise treatment of travel time element has not been given particular consideration, as the amount of travel time applicable to each account in a fairly well
regulated territory will be of average duration during a period of a year.
We go still further than carload costs for each kind of customer. Once we
have the costs for serving a particular type of customer for a carload lot, our
past records enables us to arrive at the item composition of each car, and we
will be able to allocate our costs to individual item. Because some of these
items require more than the usual amount of effort to sell, especially highly advertised lines which must compete with well -known brand names, their costs
are weighted upward on the basis of conferences with district managers and
sales representatives.
There are still other ways in which practical considerations require adjustment of computed budget sales representative costs among items. One of these
recognized the special work of reseller items. Another instance is a highly -advertised product which, when a sufficient number is sold to a wholesaler, usually
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influences the sale of the balance of the order. The accompanying items are,
therefore, loaded with a portion of the unit cost otherwise assignable to this
principal product.
The special engineering expense required for industrial users applies entirely
to certain products. These are sold to consumers who rarely, if ever, buy a
combination of the products. It is possible to relate this type of cost directly
to the product in the territory in which it is sold.

Effecting Field Sales Cost Control
Extending the budgeted sales for each item sold in a representative's territory
by the product unit costs for field selling, which have been described, gives a
total expense budget figure for each territory. This total is broken down into
the following categories for the salesman's guidance and for control by the district manager:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Salary
Hotel and meals
Transportation, other than automobile
Automobile
a. Storage
b. Repairs
c. Tires
d. Gasoline and oil

S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

e. Depreciation
f. Insurance
g. Miscellaneous auto
Donations and dues
Telephone and telegraph
Postage and stationery
Entertainment
Miscellaneous general

Although, as can be seen, a budget for control of field selling expense,
peculiar to each territory and the products sold there, is developed, the budgeted
costs for the best territories are averaged to provide a control standard. In territories operated on a less efficient basis, the differences show up very readily
and corrective measures can be taken.
As an additional means for the salesmen to get some indication of his contribution to the total profit picture, a special report is set up, very simply, showing his actual sales in dollars, from which is deducted the expenditures made
in his territory and which he can control. The following in indicative of the
form of the report:
Sales dollars
Less Salesman's salary and expenses
Less brokerage and commission

Less warehousing costs
Salesman's contribution to total profit picLure

Whenever the gross return arrived at by deducting these costs from the sales
made by the representative is in excess of the total cost of the product plus the
cost of advertising, sales promotion and company overhead, the salesman's
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territory is contributing to the general profit fund. The higher this gross return the greater the contribution to net profit.
This territory system of field sales expense control in which territories are
one or more trading areas, plays a very valuable role. Like pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle, their individualization is often especially serviceable. For instance, when
it is necessary to curtail sales efforts, the number of trading areas to be placed
under one salesman to form a territory may be increased so that the total number of men operating in a district office may be reduced to a pattern more in
conformity with the expected sales. On the other hand, in better times and
at various periods when extra sales "punch" is required, fewer units may be
given to an individual in order to apply more concentrated effort.
Sales territory costs are also of much value in establishing new territories,
as they give the approximate cost of such ventures and also aid in measuring
any improvements which may develop as the operation progresses.
Then There Are The Sales Offices And Districts
To this article, which has dealt with costs attaching to the activities of company sales representatives, it may not be amiss to add something about branch
office expenses, which commonly include the following classifications:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clerical salaries
Hotel and meals
Transportation
Donations and dues
Telephone and telegraph

6.
7.
8.
9.

Postage and stationery
Entertainment
Rent
Miscellaneous general

These expenses are considered applicable to items and to sales representative's
territories on the basis of the primary territorial expense.
In order to measure the efficiency of each district office, a profit statement
forecast for each is made at the beginning of the year. This report is kept in
dollars only and is shown as follows for each district office:
I. Sales dollars
2. Cost of product
3. Gross profit before selling and overhead expenses
4. Advertising
S. Sales promotion

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Brokerage
Warehouse
Selling expense
Overhead
Net profit before taxes

The broad intention of these procedures, as with those relating to the costs
incurred by the sales representatives, is to have an advance standard of control
for field selling costs, a cost category least often subject to strict control and
frequently most needing it.
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The Accountant's Part in Market Development
by J. S. EBRIGHT
Treasurer, Agricultural Laboratories, Inc. and Controller, Detergents, Inc., Columbus, Ohio

How the accountant may, through application of available tales potential data to the company situation and territories and the initiation of
well - selected performance reports, keep management as up to date on
The state of things in the sales end of the business as he can, through
use of other tools, with respect to the production end, is narrated and
illustrated in this article. Control of the costs of salesmen's time is
treated at the close.

looks to the various accounting departments
to give counsel before any major price production or expansion move is
made. The accountant is expected to pass On to management the benefits of
study of trends, costs, budgets, taxes, etc., because accountants, generally, have
delivered. Management has found that by including properly staffed accounting departments in the organization chart, the analyses, the interpretations,
and the reports so necessary for proper business management in the expanding
economy of today become available.
However, accountants generally have failed to realize that there is much to
do for management in developing analyses of where to get more sales. The
accountant's responsibility in the control of sales can be a primary one. Sales
effectiveness can be measured and analyzed just as plant production is. Variances from "standards" can be brought to light and evaluated.

M

AN AG E M E N T M O RE AN D M O RE

Finding Over -All Sales Potential
To measure sales effectiveness, it is first necessary to have some yardstick
against which to take a measurement. This is available in the form of potentials. Management long ago determined that it was necessary for proper fiscal
planning, as well as forecasting and short -term budgeting, to determine what
actually was available in the way of potential sales. However, until distribution channels began to fill up with a variety of consumer products, not too much
stress was placed upon potentials as definite goals or standards. Through potentials, their determination and allocation, and the measuring of attainment
against them, it is possible to gauge sales effectiveness and determine future sales
possibilities.
There are available many means for establishing potentials for practically
every type of business. Automobile manufacturers and many others use variJ U N E , 1952
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EXHIBIT 1

ous combinations of buying power and census figures. The number of homes
equipped with electric power, the number of horses being used on farms —almost any basic formula can be used, because the figures are likely to be found
available somewhere. In our company we have elected to use as the basis of
our potential, the number and distribution of automatic washing machines installed throughout the country. We had determined early in our history that,
in order to develop the markets which we knew were available, we would have
to have a detailed study of the distribution of the automatic machines then in
existence.
This was necessary in order for us to determine where we stood on the
1228
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"S curve of business." This curve, as developed by Wroe Alderson, refers to the
normal growth of a business and is illustrated by Exhibit 1. The lower section
of the curve is called the period of establishment in which a company finds its
place in the market. The second section of the curve, as it stretches upward,
is referred to as a period of expansion, a period during which growth takes
place and competition is outdistanced. This leads into the upper section of the
curve, which is a period of stabilization where the objective of management
is to maintain a balanced and profitable operation. New products, refinancing,
and other factors may cause the "S" curve to be repeated several times over
the life of a business. It is, however, evident in its basic form in every business.
We felt we had to know where we stood in this "S" curve to plan our operations and develop our budgets. Using the facilities of our industry's national association, as one in any business can do, a detailed analysis of the
market, as it then existed, was prepared and on this basis our national potentials were determined. A complete knowledge of the use of our product was
necessary, and since it is a consumer product, a knowledge of consumer experience was also necessary. In other words, total annual consumption of our product in our unit of measurement —and the maximum consumption, were we selling
at an efficiency of one hundred per cent was determined, which then gave us
our available potential sales per year. Since the original survey, the market has
been continually watched and our potentials adjusted so that at all times we have
been aware of our ever - increasing sales possibilities.
With just this information, it is possible to measure sales and to chart trend
lines in an interesting fashion. However, in the quest for the best utilization
of sales effort (at the lowest possible cost), it is necessary to go a step further.

Identifying Individual Markets and Their Potentials
Detergents, Inc., operates nationally, with the country divided into divisions.
Each division is staffed with a complete sales complement and each division
office is staffed with accounting personnel. However, detailed records are
kept at the general office in Columbus, Ohio, so that all analysis and control
on a nationwide basis can be originated from there.
By using again the facilities of the industry's association, in conjunction a
system developed by the marketing division of Hearst Magazine, Inc., we
divided the country into retail trading units. Each trading area carries a certain percentage of our total national potential and this percentage, multiplied
by our pre- determined national potential in pounds, results in a pounds potenJUNE, 1952
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tial in any given area and provides us with the yardstick with which to measure effectiveness of sales effort.
Facts for the Orderly Development of Markets
A study of the growth of most business in existence today will bear out the
argument that a good bit of the development and growth of these companies
has been pretty much haphazard as to sales effort. However, the time has
come when it is absolutely necessary, because of the intense strain being placed
upon business today by the government and by competition, to study each
market thoroughly and determine where more business is available at the lowest possible additional cost.
To aid in making this determination, we developed the method now to be
described. The major wholesale trading areas are separated into three groups
and attainment is measured against the potential of each one of these groups
and each unit in each group. The first group consists of thirty -four wholesale
trading areas, which we refer to as key trading areas. They are all over one
per cent of our total national potential. The second group consists of trading
areas of potentials of one half of one per cent. The third group consist of
trading areas of less than one half of one per cent of total company potential.
For each group, the areas are listed according to potential, with the high potential areas first and the lowest last. The attainment in each area is then indicated and the total attainment for the group calculated. Areas of low attainment and high potential, as well as the increased volume available, are immediately brought to notice by measurement against the company average.
To determine the added volume available in any one area, the percentage
potential of the area is multiplied by the national potential volume and the
resulting volume is further multiplied by whatever is determined as par for the
course, which may be an attainment figure of thirty, thirty-five or fifty per cent
or greater. From this result is subtracted the actual attainment and the resulting
figure is the potentially available volume in that area.
For example, at the end of one period, we found almost a half million pounds
additional volume available in the first or key group, approximately two hundred thousand pounds in the second group, and slightly less than one hundred
thousand pounds in the third group, had all of these areas been brought up to
an average attainment figure. Closer analysis revealed one area alone where
an additional volume of almost one hundred and fifty thousand pounds per
month was available. Of the eighty -three trading areas, nineteen alone could
have produced a half million pounds per month additional volume.
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Selecting twenty major wholesale trading areas at random and following them
through from the first to the final quarters of the fiscal year, we found five
areas showing definite improvement, two with slight improvement, and thirteen
with no improvement.
Thus a review of key trading areas revealed immediately the weak spots
where, with no increase in sales cost and by merely a survey and realignment
of our present sales force and their activities, a higher sales volume resulted.

Edging Up the Average
We have elected to base all of our studies on company average and set no
quotas above company average. We have found that the easiest way to bring
low areas up is by pointing out to staff in those areas that they are below average. The psychology of being below- average immediately sets to work. As the
lower areas then become more productive and the average moves up, areas
which had been operating at considerably above company average begin to slide
down toward the average figure and stress is immediately placed upon them to
work harder to retrieve or retain their above- average position.
To better enable our division personnel to grasp the points we are attempting to drive home, we make use of charts which instantly highlight the weak
areas. These charts are prepared on the basis of a sales performance index.
One such chart is shown as Exhibit 2. By the utilization of the index, it is
possible to weigh the activities of sales staff in each trading area throughout the
country. The sales performance index base is company average and is regarded
as one hundred per cent. Trading areas operating below one hundred per cent
are to the left of the company average line and those running above one hundred per cent (company average) extend to the right. In order to pinpoint
weak areas, we carry the use of the index into the divisions themselves and
charts are provided indicating relative standings of each division and of the
trading areas within the division.
It is interesting to note that there is continual change in division standings,
quarter by quarter. Hence no position in our division structure is secure. Divisions in the top position can never relax, for the lower divisions are constantly
striving to improve their standings. Tables accompany the charts, so that management can point out where the division personnel can utilize their efforts to
bring greater volume into the division and increase overall division sales.
JUNE, 1952
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EXHIBIT 2

Don't Forget the Selling Costs

planning.

Tied in with the analysis of sales performance is an analysis of each salesman's time, the calls he is making, and the expense he is incurring in operating within his various trading areas. Through this analysis, it is possible—if
deficiencies exist—to determine whether the salesman is "running around in
circles", is not planning his work, or has not had sufficient training in proper
1232
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We feel that a planned operating program is a necessity. No one would
think of making a trip without first looking at a road map and laying out a
route. Running a business has to be operated in the same fashion and we feel,
therefore, that the more planning and programming we can do for our field
force, the less waste of time and nonproductive sales expense we will have and,
therefore, the greater net profit.
Too little attention has been paid by business in general to the item of sales
cost. We feel that the analyses that we are making of our salesmen's time,
tied in with the analysis of their efforts in the field, give us the yardsticks needed
to measure their sales effectiveness. By relating these analyses to the salesman's
initial operating schedules, we are able to direct his efforts into the channels
which will provide for us the increased volume toward which we are striving.
The analysis of salesmen's time and costs is directly reflected in each division
operating statement, along with all costs incurred in the operation of a division, starting from the movement of merchandise from the various warehouses
within each division. The overall company budget is prepared with full recognition of sales division costs and the division managers are, in all cases, fully
aware of their responsibility to live within the budgets. Because the division
personnel is thus interested in cost savings, they are also interested in achieving additional volume at the lowest additional sales cost, the aim of our sales
program. The analyses we prepare are utilized by division staff in achieving
this aim.
One Use for the Accountant's Vantage Point
Through the efforts of accountants, management may be enabled to secure
detailed studies of the current sales picture. What management needs to know,
particularly today, is where it can turn to increase sales volume at the lowest
increase in sales cost. No one in the organization is better fitted to deliver this
package than members of the accounting department. They have an opportunity
limited to only a select few, of viewing as a whole the various operations of
the business. Theirs is an unequaled opportunity to bring to light for management the various ideas and suggestions accumulated through all departments and this includes the sales department.
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WORKSHOP

A Practical Approach To Forms Control
by PIERSON M. GRIEVE
Analysis Staff, Caterpillar Tractor Co., Peoria, III.

How a forms control unit must stand with the departments with
which it deals, what the principal qualifications of a forms analyst
should be, a pair of procedural device which may be used to effect
the establishment of forms control, and important points (together
with a more detailed check list) of forms design, are all are dealt
with succinctly and awarely in this paper, which reflects experience of
the author's company.

A

LTHOUGH SEVERAL WELL - WRITTEN

on the subject of reviewing or controlling business forms
within an organization have been published, they have been, for the most
part, so broad as to preclude any
concrete recommendations as to a practical method of accomplishing this
control. This is not to say that these
presentations have been without effect. One result of the development
of interest in form control to date
has been that, because of the increasing
ramifications of forms usage (i.e.,
procedure analysis, clerical routines,
cost studies) , general agreement has
been reached by forms control proponents that in companies of any size,
a section —or at least a specific individual— should be responsible for
the review and design of business
forms. Furthermore, the major theories goveining the activities of a
ARTICLES

forms control unit have received fairly
wide publicity.
However, from there on, suggestions
as to the methods of accomplishing
the stated goals are few and indefinite.
The suggestions made in this paper
are intended to help bridge the gap
between the theory and the practice
of forms control.
Work Must Have Authoritative
Standing, Cooperative Approach

Effective liaison between the forms
control unit and the units which produce, acquire, and consume forms is
a "must ". Unless a company is new,
the units responsibile for the production or acquisition of forms are older
and more firmly established than the
control unit and may regard the new
section as an usurper of some of their
authority.
therefore, usually advisable th
responsibilities and
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jurisdiction of the forms control unit
be defined in writing and endorsed
by top management. However, written authority should not be relied
upon completely as a guarantee of
cooperation from other areas. A working agreement between areas, based
on mutual understanding, is the best
guarantee for effective cooperation in
any kind of work.
If possible, when discussing the
forms control program with the administration head of each major organizational unit, it should be suggested that a specific individual be
designated to act in forms matters
concerning that division. This individual can be used as a source of
information on the methods and uses
of forms in the division and can also
act as the "on the spot" authority on
forms control procedure for the personnel of that division.
Qualifications of a Forms Analyst

In selecting the individual or individuals who will comprise the forms
control section, a choice of two major
alternatives is usually available, namely:
An individual with a broad background
of business experience, familiar with
company personnel, practices, policies
and procedures.
An individual with limited experience,
gained possibly through a formal training program, unfettered by tradition
and with an open mind and a fresh
approach.

While in either case ,
rmal college education in acc }ng is de-

sirable, it is not absolutely essential.
It is more important that the individual possess the following qualifications:
I. Imagination —The ability to visualize and
produce new ideas. W ithout this qualification, the forms analyst is doomed to
a mechanical, standardized approach to
forms analysis.
2. Ingenuity —The ability to improvise. An
imaginative approach to a situation will
undoubtedly lead to the discovery of
problems, the solution of which will call
for the ingenuity of the analyst.
3. Inquisitiveness — The "why" attitude.
Only by constantly questioning motives,
policies, requirements, etc., can the unnecessary be eliminated. In this direction, an interest in what is seemingly unimportant often unearths valuable information.
4. Cost- consciousness — A "mental eye"
searching for economies. Accomplishing
his assigned job is the primary objective
of the line operator. Accomplishing the
forms control job (effective communication through paper media) at a minimum of expense is the primary reapon.
sibility of supervision who must look to
the staff members (in this case the forms
analyst) for aid.
5. Resourcefulness — Ability to do the right
thing
without supervision. Knowing
where to go, whom to see or how to acquire information and /or obtain decisions, can be key points in expediting
the solution to a problem.
6. Ability to get along with people —Forms
analysis cannot be accomplished in seclusion. An effective analysis and successful completion of a forms project
requires constant contact with personnel
at all levels of operation.
7. Sincerity — Honesty of intention. The
forms analyst must feel and express a
sincere interest in his work in order to
generate a similar feeling in the people
with whom he will deal.
8. Salesmanship —The transfer of a conviction from a seller to a buyer. W hen the
analyst is on the job, it is not enough
for him to produce more effective forms.
He must also be able to convince management of the soundness and effectiveness of his ideas. For this reason, the
analyst must be a tactful salesman, able
to sell himself, his job and his ideas.
wo
r

~
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FUNCTIONAL FILE BREAKDOWN* FOR CLASSIFICATION
OF FORMS IN USE
25. Negotiable instruments

I. Acknowledgments
Agreements
Allocations
Analysis and forecasts
Applications
Authorizations
Bills
Brochures
Cards
10. Certificates
H. Charts
12. Claims
13. Envelopes
14. Folders and covers
15. Follow -up
16. Instructions
17. Indexes
18. Invoices
19. Journals and ledgers
20. Labels and stickers
21. Legal (assignments, mortgages,
contracts,
22. Letters
23. Lists
24. Memorandums
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

*

affidavits)

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36,
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

(checks, drafts, notes)
Notices
Orders
Passes
Publications
Questionnaires
Quotations
Receipts
Records
Registers
Rejections
Release
Reports
Requests
Requisitions
Requirements
Slips

Schedules
Sheets - work
Statements
Summaries and surveys
Tags
Tests
Transfers
Vouchers

Primary breakdown only, secondary not shown.

EXHIBIT 1
era tu re,

Wh a t Is a F o rm?
Sh al l Al l Be C on t r ol l e d?

Aft e r the initia l decision ha s be en
ma de

to esta blish

fo r m s

con tro l,

it

service

ma nu a l s

and

pa r ts

ca ta logs.
W i t h fo r m s de fi ne d in rela tion to
a co nt ro l po i n t

view, it mu st be

of

d e t e r m i n e d wh i c h type of fo r m s

ne x t b ec o me s ne c essa r y t o :

will

be su b j ec t t o co n t r o l :
I. Define the word "forms ".
2. Determine which forms to control

I. Revised and /or new forms.

T h e first pa r a gr a p h of the Ca te rpil la r
T r a c to r

C o m p a n y 's

pr o c ed u r e

on

fo r m s c o n t r o l defines a f o r m a s:
.,any document (printed, mimeographed,
dittoed, or otherwise duplicated) containing blank spaces for the insertion of
requested or required information."

This defin iti on
ma tt er
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exc lu d es

3. "One- time - only" forms (initial supply will
suffice all needs).
I n or d e r to be effective, con tr ol mu st
be e st a b li sh ed ov er a ll t hr e e ca te go ri es.
T h e real sa vi ngs ex pe c te d fr o m fo r m s
co nt ro l ca n be ob ta i ne d on l y wi t h th e

pr i n t e d

wh o l e

sa les lit-

certa in

such

as a d ve rt isin g a n d

2. Existing forms.

area

u nder

se g m en t s.

review,
Al t h o u g h

no t

just

review
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and control of all forms is necessary,
'.t must be recognized that there are
instances of legitimate needs for small
quantities, trial lots or special forms
where speed of acquisition must take
precedence over review and design.
Two Steps to Establishing Control

In order to make sure that each
requisition for a form will pass
through the reviewing agency before
it is ordered, two basic steps are
necessary:
Centralize the duplicating function.
Establish a definite rule that no form may
be reproduced or purchased without
prior approval by the forms control unit.

Only by centralizing the duplicating
equipment, which is so often scattered
throughout the company, will it be
possible to eliminate the many unnecessary forms which sprout in each
department. Indeed, when a department owns its own duplicating equipment, it is too easy to "run off a few
hundred" of this or that form. Moreover, there is provided no incentive
for the department to look at the
forms used in other areas as a substitute for, or improvements of, its
own forms. As long as duplicating
equipment is scattered throughout the
offices to reproduce old forms or produce new ones, rather than to proceed
"through channels" for the supply,
effective forms control cannot be accomplished.
In requiring all departments to forward all forms requisitions to the
J U N E , 1952

centralized duplicating section or
purchasing agency and prohibiting
these agencies to act on any requisition not approved by the forms control unit, the entire forms population,
no matter how far -flung, must eventually "pass in review" before the
forms control staff.
The primary tool needed to establish a beginning point for forms review is the functional file. Such a
file, as the name implies, is an accumulation of copies of every form
in the company by groups, segregated
by the actions they implement. Exhibit 1 lists the primary breakdown
of the functional forms file of the
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
If an accurately indexed functional
file contains a copy of each form in
the company, a single reference point
has been established where each form,
as it is presented for review and approval, may be referred for comparison with all similarly acting forms.
It is through the functional file that
duplicate purpose forms and overlapping purpose forms can most easily
be recognized. And, as new forms
are requested, the functional file will
also answer the question, "Does a
form already exist which can serve
the purpose ?"
With its authority in writing, its
procedure constructed so that all requisitions must pass through it before
a new supply of any form may be
obtained, and a complete and accurate
functional file established, the forms
1237

FORMS DESIGN CHECK LIST
I. Is this form necessary?
I. Does it duplicate an existing form?
2. Can an existing form be adapted to serve the purpose?
3. Can this form be made to eliminate an existing form?
4. If there are several copies of this form, to whom do they go and for what purpose?
To whom?
For what purpose?
Original
Copy I
Copy 2
etc.
S. Has everyone responsible for policy and procedure involved approved the form?
6. if a written procedure for the use of this form is necessary, has it been written? approved?
II. Is the form designed efficiently?
I. W ill title, text and arrangement be clear to users?
2. Are Items for filing and sorting in an appropriate space?
3. Is all recurring information to be printed?
4. Are items in sequence with items on other forms to or from which they will be transcribed?
5. Will check boxes simplify completion?
6. Is there adequate and proper space for signatures, dates, numbering, stamping, etc.?
7. If routing, handling or other instructions can be printed on this form, is it so designed?
8. Can the form fit in the filing space intended for it?
9. Has the spacing on the form been designed for the method in which the form is prepared (i.e., manually or mechanically)?
III. Can the form be used in a machine efficiently?
I. Have you tried it on the machine for proper spacing?
2. Is space sufficient for maximum postings?
3. Will arrangement allow for a minimum number of tabular stops on the machine?
4. Can the form be filed and guided in such a manner that it can be readily posted by
machine?
IV. Is the best type of form being used?
I. Do the number of copies produced, the physical location of preparation, and the volume
of usage warrant a snap -out adaptation?
2. If the point of origin of the form is centralized and the volume is large, has a continuous form, running through a typewriter, been considered?
3. If the form falls under the consideration of the requirements in (2) above, but is handwritten, has a floating carbon, handwritten register been considered?
4. Should a multi -copy form be converted to a preprinted master?
5. Have you considered a "salesbook" adaptation if the form usage is widespread, several
copies are prepared, and the volume is large?
6. Have you kept in mind standard specifications established by forms vendors when considering applications under points (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) above? (By meeting
standard specifications the cost of specialized forms can be materially reduced.)
V. Are specifications correct for reproduction?
I. Are size, margin, and spacing proper for folder, binder, envelopes or equipment7
2. Has the grade and type of carbon paper to be ordered been designed to meet the job?
3. Is colored paper necessary? If so, have you kept standard color codes in mind?
4. Have the considerations for paper, above, been given to the ink?
S. Is the form to be handled frequently? (i.e., What weight of paper should be used ?)
6. How long will the form be retained? (Aids in determining type of paper.)
7. Is the form to be punched, perforated, padded, numbered, packaged? If so, have you
Indicated this on the requisition?
8. How long will the quantity ordered last? (Very important —the supply ordered must be
large enough so that an economical lot size may be produced at one time, yet It must
be small enough so that obsolescence will not overtake a large on hand supply.)

EXHIBIT 2
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controlled unit has reduced its problem
to the one it was intended to meet:
how to improve the design and use of
the forms within the company.
Designing the Form:
Basic Points to Consider

Regardless of whether a section or
an individual on a part or full time
basis, reviews the business forms, and
of whether the authority for the work
is written or implied, there are basic
steps which should be observed in
each form review. The following list
is intended to serve, in total effect,
as a rule of thumb for this particular
act:
I. Review the functional file for a similar
form which could serve the purpose or a
form which can be combined with the
new idea, to serve both the original and
new purpose.
2. Question the necessity of every word,
every line, and every mark on each form.
(For example, why have ruled guide lines
on a form which is to be mechanically
completed ?)
3. Question the need for the form.
a. Is every copy needed?
b. Is all information presented essential?
c. Can the information required or presented, be obtained from an already
existing source?
4. Review the procedure behind the form.
Very possibly the entire system should be
reviewed rather than just the forms used
in it.
5. Analyze the forms which precede and
follow the form in question.
a. Does the information "flow smoothly"
from one form into the next?
b. Are all the forms in the sequence
necessary? (Sometimes an extra copy
of a form will suffice in place of another form prepared from the original.)
6. Question the method used to prepare
the form.
JUNE, 1952

a. Volume production may indicate the
suitability of a machine application
(instead of a manual one), using continuous forms.
b. Conversely, the volume usage may
be spread among so many areas that
the form should be manually prepared.
7. Withhold approval of a form unless convinced that it is designed in the best
manner possible, consistent with the views
of the management groups concerned.

The above seven guide points may
be supplemented by a detailed consideration of form characteristics. This
article includes a forms design check
list (Exhibit 2 ) . If each question on
the check list has been answered after
a proper investigation, the final form
produced should be an improvement
over its predecessor.
Forms Are the OMce's Productive Tools

The tremendous productive capacity
of the United States today is due in
small part to the constant, and sometimes revolutionary, improvements in
machine tools. As machine tools have
been improved, they have brought
increased productive "know -how" and
ever better manufacturing techniques.
Because of the important part it
plays in determining the economies
and methods of production, a recognized basic element in today's planning and manufacturing activities is
tool design.
Along the same line of thought,
it is not difficult to discern that forms
are the tools with which we accomplish today's business transactions and
procedures. It is only reasonable to
12 3 9

assume, then, that efforts expended
toward improvements of these "business tools" will meet with the same
success as machine tool design. As
tool design is accepted as a basic step

toward improved manufacturing methods, so must forms control and design
be considered as the basic step toward
improved office methods and procedures.

Techniques for Forms Study
by ROGER RUSH
District Manager, Uraco, Inc., San Francisco, Calif.

Following comment directed to the significance and objectives of
work simplification in the office, the present paper focuses attention
on four aspects of this special area of individual forms appraisals.
These four topics are procedure embodied in the completion of the
form, the writing equipment employed, printing layout, and forms
construction.

that work simT plification could produce
profitable
HE R E A L I Z A T I O N

results in office and in paperwork
handling operations wherever located,
as well as on the assembly line in the
factory, has achieved increasing recognition during the past decade. Paperwork simplification is one very highly
specialized portion of the overall problem of work simplification in all
phases of clerical procedures. Discussion of it in this article will be
confined to the area of office operation
which involves the preparation of records usually written in large quantities, especially source records which
become the basis of accounting procedures and reports.
Broadly, effective paperwork simplification should result in:
I. A faster and more efficient operation.
2. A more accurate operation, with a reduction in error hazards.
3. A smoother flow of work, with less of a
peakload handicap.
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4. An operation which improves the ease
or efficiency of the work related to the
records which are produced. For example, it may result in making it easier
for the order department to fill orders
or the shipping department to make
shipments, minimizing loss of time and
waste motions.
5. An operation which is more economical
and provides a dollar and cents saving
in the time of the operator involved, in
the time of the people using the records
which are prepared, or in the cost of the
forms themselves.
A Concrete Approach

Unless a paperwork simplification
program can accomplish one or more
of these objectives it is not worthwhile.
In many cases it will accomplish all of
them. The question is how.
Given any problem in work simplification, there is one formula which
expresses all effects which can be
brought about by changes in a given
situation. You can:
2. Combine
3. Change sequence
4. Simplify

N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

In order to decide what to eliminate,
combine, change in sequence or simplify, it is necessary, first, to ask
some questions and to make some
decisions. The following step -by -step
program will be found workable in
most instances:
I. Define the area to be studied.
2. Determine exactly what is being done.
3. Analyze why it is being done this way.

The information so developed clears
the way for eliminating, combining,
changing sequence and simplifying.
However, these practical steps must
not be performed without a backward
look at results. Before the task is
finished, there must also be an evaluation of the improvements and they
must be placed in permanent operation
in a studied manner.
The general theoretical techniques
employed should be applied in a manner which will be simple enough and
extensive enough, so that highly specialized training is not required to
achieve reasonably accurate answers.
It is not necessary to use complex
charts, forms, or time and motion
studies involving stop watches, or key
stroke counters mounted on typewriters or other key operated machines.
There are other tools which are simple
enough so that they can be used without too much loss of time on the part
of the person making the study and
yet accurate enough to provide conclusive proof of the results which may
be expected to be achieved by the
proposed changes.
J U N E , 1952

A suitable area for study at one
time should be neither too broad nor
too narrow. It should, ideally, be an
area involving what is called a fundamental operation — billing, shipping,
receiving, purchasing, etc.
After this selection, the forms and
procedures involved should be studied.
In the analysis, one should attempt to
examine four factors:
I. The procedure.
2. The writing equipment used.

3. The layout of the printing.
4. The type of form construction.
Studying Procedure Involved In the Use
of a Form

The study of the procedure (and
of writing equipment, as set forth in
a subsequent section of this paper,)
can be made by means of a simple
Form Procedure Survey questionnaire,
such as is shown by Exhibit 1 . The
procedure study underlies the three
succeeding appraisal steps. Through
use of this sheet, it is possible to determine the style of form which is
being used, the number of plies or
copies required, whether it is used
internally or goes outside the organization, the number of points at which
it is written, the number of operators
involved, the continuous usage per
operator, the hours per day per operator, and cost of these operators.
More in detail, there can be determined how the form is written, on
what kind of machine, whether the
form is reoperated for additional entries, and how these additional entries
1241
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EXHI BI T 1

are made, whether it must be a handwritten or typewritten record, the size
of the form, binding or filing, numercial or alphabetical, number of
copies involved, whether filed in vertical or horizontal files, the extra
copies required, (if any), and what
percentage of the time extra copies
are required, as well as the number.
Questions concerning the use of rub1242

ber stamps, window envelopes and the
distribution of copies, why each copy
exists, and where it is used, certain
problems of combining a form with
others, or the elimination of information on certain copies should also be
answered if the analysis is to be complete.
If the procedure being studied involves several forms within an opN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

eration, it may be desirable to prepare pared on one type of duplicating
a Data Recurrence and Sequence Sheet machine, we must ask why it is presimilar to Exhibit 2 . This sheet makes pared on this machine? Is it a probit possible to analyze the sequence lem of recurrent use of the master?
of information on each inter - related A problem of requirements of copies
form within the fundamental opera- beyond the capacity of any type of cartion to determine duplication of effort bon interleaved form? just why is
or any inefficiency in order of writing. a duplicating machine used? If the
This sheet may be considered here form is prepared on a billing machine,
in relationship to a hypothetical study what are the advantages of using that
of an invoice and a bill of lading. particular machine. Is it because of
By comparing the two forms, one its ability to utilize a carbon shift
might find that certain information feature to eliminate the cost of oneis repeated on both forms and at least time carbon? Is it because of its abila portion of this rewriting might be ity to operate at high speed? Or is
eliminated if, in the specific case, the it because of certain computing feaforms could be combined. Analysis tures which the machine may have?
might disclose also that the informaIn other words, it is important to
tion is so out of sequence between analyze the writing equipment as to
forms as to cause excessive eye travel, exactly why that particular equipment
a major source of office fatigue and is being used for the job. The investigator's attitude toward the equiperror.
By preparing the Data Recurrence ment must be critical enough to ask
and Sequence Sheet, it can be known the question, "Is the reason for the
exactly what is being done, without choice of this equipment as sound
resorting to involved, confusing, and today as it may have been at the time
often misleading work - process charts the equipment was first decided
or flow charts. Although these charts upon?"
are worthwhile in the hands of an
adequately trained specialist, they can It M atters How Printing Is Laid Out on
Forms
become misleading if not used propAfter studying the equipment, the
erly.
next area of attention is the layout
What Reasons Support Use of Present of the printing. Here a great deal
Writing Equipment?
of rule -of -thumb work has been done
In studying writing equipment, it on most office forms. Exhibit 3, Form
must be recognized that the field is Analysis Chart, is helpful in exact
highly controversial. Nevertheless, in- analysis. It is concerned with "basic
quiry is in order. If a form is pre- motion units" and makes it possible
JUNE, 1952
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EXHIBIT 2

to evalute the efficiency of the present
layout of a form prepared on a key operated machine. By using the chart
properly, one can determine mathematically and accurately the efficiency
of a form without the use of stop
watches or key stroke counting devices.
In order to make as analysis of a
form, it is necessary to know precisely
how the form is filled out, the average
number of key strokes for each item,
the average number of items, the sequence of writing the items, and other
factors. These may include location
of tabular stops, the methods of changing the writing position and whether
this is done by changing the position
of the carriage or by use of the tabular
keys.
With the foregoing information, it
is possible to apply basic motion units
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which are approximate comparisons
of the time value of one operation in
relationship to another but are not an
actual measurement of time. By using
basic motion units, variation of skill,
personalities, working conditions, and
the speed of various machines are
automatically compensated for. The
basic motion unit chosen should be

the most repetitive and frequently performed motion. In typing it is a key
stroke. There are approximate and
fairly accurate relative evaluations of
the other motions in typing. There
are variations depending upon the
machine, but averages will not lead
study personnel far astray from a
fairly accurate analysis. The following
are among the relative values referred
to and are stated in terms of number
of "basic" (in this case, key stroke)
units:
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

OPERATION

MOTION
UN TS

Key stroke
Horizontal space
Tabular stop
Carriage return
Vertical space
Hand positioning
Shifting from upper to lower case

I
I
5
5
3
12
2

In studying the form design to
determine the number of basic motion
units involved, one should list each
item in sequence as it is written and
then, in the column indicated for key
strokes, enter the average number of
key strokes used for the particular
item and indicate the motions required
to move to the next writing position.
These may be a horizontal space, a
tab, a hand - positioning, or a carriage
return. The listing process should be
continued through the entire form.
After the sequence of operations is
thus analyzed and tabulated, the number of key strokes, horizontal spaces,
carriage returns, tabular stops, etc.,
should be totaled and multiplied by
the basic motion unit values. When
this has been done, the number of
basic motion units required to prepare
the form under study becomes known.
To follow through the implications
of this work, a simple rule -of -thumb
test in evaluating a form is to compare the total number of basic motion
units with the total key strokes. If
anywhere near fifty per cent of the
basic motion units are not key strokes,
the form is likely to be an inefficient
one. With the foregoing information
at hand it is possible to improve the
design of the form and then analyze
JUNE, 1952

the improved form to compare the
basic motion units involved, to determine the percentage of saving or
percentage of production increase
which it has been possible to obtain
by improved form design.
The subject of form design is very
complex but, if one considers carefully
the table which has been given, he
will see that the object to achieve in
form design is the elimination of
unnecessary hand - positioning because
every one of these uses up the time
required for twelve key strokes. Unnecessary tabular stops or carriage returns rate next as delay factors, for
each one of these is equivalent to five
key strokes. Hence, it is obvious that
good form design would mean a design which would require typing from
left to right across a form to eliminate
all possible carriage returns and which
would line up the form for common
tab stops throughout, with all writing
to start at the left margin.
The intricacies of the layout of
printing can be a life -time study, but
its key is in utilizing the form analysis
chart to determine which costly operations can be eliminated, combined,
changed in sequence, or simplified.
Studying Form Construction
Alternatives

The type of form construction
should be very carefully analyzed and
this requires that more should be
known about just what type of forms
are available than is generally the
1245
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EXHIBIT 3

case. At this point, it will be well to
review the basic types of forms and
to mention some outstanding characteristics of each.
Loose forms are forms which are
most frequently used in an office and
are simply single sheets of paper. Here
one needs to consider the arrangement
of information, i.e., whether or not it
it in the same sequence as on other
forms used with the record being reviewed and whether or not important
and necessary information receives adequate space. Loose forms are practical
and efficient when no copies are required. Where multiple copies are
needed, a minimum requirement
should be that the forms be glued
or gummed at the edge in sets or
stapled as with the familiar sales
book. This, at least, provides a convenience of having the copies in
proper order. A loose' i+llzrm offers a
major advantage of being readily
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portable and relatively inexpensive
where volume of less than several
thousand forms per year is involved.
Autographic registers are excellent
tools for preparation of multiple -copy
records where the volume may run
to five thousand per year or better and
where it is desirable to have a hard
writing surface to assure clear carbon
copies, without lost time to insert
carbons, and where it is desirable to
lock or file a copy for numerical control purposes. Registers are useful also
when it is desirable to centralize the
writing location.
Some outstanding applications of
autographic registers, beyond the more
widely known uses in retail stores for
sales records, are in:
I. Control of salvage in a manufacturing
plant where a locked -in copy forces an
accurate accounting of scrap items.
2. Where a centralized location forces the
handling of this scrap material through
one responsible person.
3. Autographic registers are also successful
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

in receiving report operations where it is
desirable to process enough copies of a
receiving report, not only to notify the
purchasing and accounting departments,
but also the department which requisitions the material and, in addition —by
providing a locked -in copy for the receiving department —to eliminate the
need for posting receiving records to a
book.

Unit sets are carbon - interleaved
forms with a pasted stub. They are
convenient because they eliminate the
need to interleave carbon and require
no additional equipment in their use.
They are very efficient and very desirable when annual quantities exceed
five thousand sets per year. However,
the use of unit sets should be questioned if they are used where there
are very large quantities of machine written records prepared over continuous periods. There are many
variations of the unit set style of form,
making it possible to provide for wide
and narrow copies to eliminate information, long and short carbons, side
stub, top stub, extended carbons, strip
carbons, and many other form construction features which can tie in
with efficient procedures. This is probably the most widely known and
widely used type of form but, in the
writer's opinion, is often used where
other types of forms :night do a better job.
One variation of the unit set form
is a continuous unit set form which
is simply a unit set form with the
bottom ply of one set fastened to
the top stub of the next set. This
form provides many of the advantages
J U N E , 19 5 2

of a continuous form and still gives
the advantage of the regular unit set
for re- operating to add additional entries after the first writing. It also
has the advantage of not requiring
special equipment.
Continuous forms come in two general categories, fanfold forms and strip
forms. A fanfold form is that type
of continuous form which is printed
from one web of paper and is folded
at the sides, i.e., like a fan. This type
of form can either be carbon- interleaved or used over certain billing
machines with carbon - shifting mechanisms or adapters, with ordinary typewriters, providing a very inexpensive
and a very fast method of writing
forms and also providing some very
unique features because of the fold
construction of the forms. This permits certain plies to remain attached
for filing, handling, or extensions.
These are very efficient and economical
on large - volume continuous operations.
Strip type continuous forms can be
used either with carbon - shifting devices or can be carbon- interleaved.
Where a continuous carbon- interleaved
form is punched marginally with control punched holes and used with special pinfeed devices over typewriters,
teletype, addressograph machines, and
tabulating equipment, a highspeed
and efficient form operation is secured
where large volume is required. There
are certain disadvantages for the strip
form in that the equipment and cost of
the form is higher than for fanfold
12 47

forms. However, certain construction
features, such as weights of paper,
wide and narrow copies, wide and
narrow carbon, are available.
In summary, it may be concluded
that it is possible to ask very definitely
the "why" of the type of form construction currently in use, in the light
of available alternative form types
which might do the work more efficiently.

situations, due to physical layout of
the offices, which make it impossible

to redistribute work to utilize the
timesaving.
A final admonition in putting in
improvements concerns the necessity
of recognizing the dignity of the individual employees. When one makes
a change in procedure, a change in
the type of form, or change in the
method of writing, the person involved should be given an opportunity
What Savings Are in Mind —
to express his opinion as to the merit
And Will You Get Them?
of the change, should be asked for
Before putting forms improvements
suggestions, and in general made to
into effect, one should ask:
feel that he is a part, and an important
I. Are they going to fulfill objectives?
part, of the overall business operation.
2. Are they going to actually save operaIf employees have a feeling of
tions?
3. Is there going to be a reduction in cost
insecurity, the result may be opposition
of forms?
and
unwillingness to cooperate in use
4. Will there be a reduction in labor required?
of a new method. Such opposition,
5. Will there be an increase in the speed
in most cases, can be avoided if all
of the operations which the paper controls?
the parties involved are given an op6. W ill there be a reduction in the number
portunity to participate at some stage
of error hazards in preparing the form?
in the paperwork simplification proThere are many instances in which gram and in the installation of whata saving in labor by an improved ever new methods are put into effect.
paperwork procedure is purely theo- The author has seen more than one
retical because the number of em- very worthwhile improvement go
ployees is already at a minimum and "sour" because of the lack of cooptime - saving only gives the billing clerk eration on the part of the operators
more time to polish her fingernails — involved who felt that they were being
a gain for the girl but not for the "pushed around" by the changes proemployer. There are, also, certain posed.
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"COMPLETE" COSTING IS
DEVELOPED COSTING

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I R E A D W I T H I N T E R E S T John Beckett's
article entitled "An Appraisal of Direct
Costing" in the December 1951 issue of the
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, The editorial note
stated "He discerns some superiority for
direct costing in connection with two of the
three principal uses of accounting." There
is hardly a n accounta nt worthy of the name
who does not recognize its value for
"choice" costing. It will be apparent before
I am through, so I might a s well admit it
now, tha t I a m a proponent of "complete"
costing in routine costing —just as complete
as it is possible to make costs without
obvious distortion. Direct costing might
be as good as complete costing in a single produ ct compa ny or one in which a limited
number of products is manufactured. In
the case of a multiple - product company,
where work may be shunted back a nd forth
between manufacturing divisions, complete
costs will give management better cost information and control.
I believe tha t John Beckett's article performs a usefu l service in its attempt to put
this subject in its proper perspective. To
me, one of the most important contributions is contained in the next to last paragraph in which he states, "But there is
nothing to bar the accountant from using
both of these tools. He may very well have
his cak e and ea t it too." I ca n a lmost hear
the disciples of direct costing gasp and say,
"But that increases the cost of cost accounting." This I deny. Any well thought out
cost accounting method can obtain complete
costing with as few clerical motions as are
used in direct costing. In addition, more
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equitable cost allocations to products or
product lines will be obtained a nd ma nagement will be enabled to evaluate the impact of period costs more intelligently.
The idea that direct costing is a new
technique is misleading. Rather, it is a
reversion to the techniques used by cost
accounting in its infancy when only the
impact of direct labor costs was measured.
As industrial operations became more specialized and more highly mechanized, it
became apparent that real cost control could
not be obtained by use of direct costs only.
Therefore techniques have been developed
which give complete factory costs in a
routine fashion. Such costs, when properly
presented, give more cost control to management. It will be noted that I lay emphasis on proper presentation, for I agree
that management must be aware of the
impact of so called period costs on short term decisions. In rea ching for better cost
controls through more complete costing,
many companies may have gone too far
and ma y have failed to reflect or may ha ve
ignored the impact of period costs on short range decisions. It i s in this field that improvements need to be made.
It seems to me that one of the things
which direct costing advocates overlook, is
that all costs are variable over the longterm. It is not necessary to replace a machine when it is worn out. It is not even
necessary to continue to make the same
commodity on a machine during its entire
life. Most (if not all) of management
costs are administratively fixed. They can
and must be made variable under certain
circumstances. The fundamental thesis of
direct costing is that nothing can be done
about period costs. This has been dis1249

proved by almost all managements in all
companies. To pretend that fixed costs will
not change is more apt to mislead management than to enlighten it. In fact, one
of the greatest contributions to continuing
profitable operations is long -term cost information by products or product lines
covering a series of years. Direct costing
will not give as trustworthy cost information in a business making a great variety of
product lines as will complete costs. Nor
will it properly recognize the cost inherent
in change to mechanized or specialized factory operations.
There is a great deal of over - emphasis on
the effect of inventory fluctuations from
year to year on the profit picture through
the over- or under - statement of the period
cost factor in inventory valuation. Good
management places as much emphasis on
proper inventory controls as it does on
proper cost controls. Such emphasis will
soften drastic fluctuations. In most modern
cost systems which use complete costs,
there is recognition of some costs as period
costs but only in marginal amounts and
not in full. Moreover, trying to guess the
long -run effect on profits (and hence income taxes) of eliminating all period costs
from inventories is rather futile.
On the whole, I feel there is a better
chance of the right answers being arrived
at, if the starting point is complete costing
rather than direct costing.
F. E. SWISHER, Boston Chapter

USE OF THE PROFIT CONTRIBUTION
METHOD RATHER THAN THE PRODUCT ALLOCATION METHOD FOR
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE
EXPENSES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TH E Q UE S TI O N OF W H E T H E R OR N O T t0
allocate general and administrative and
other indirect expenses as charges against
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revenues from individual products, departments, etc., is one with which accountants
have lived for some time and undoubtedly
will have to live with for a still longer time
to come. There are numerous, logical, and
forceful arguments on both sides of the
question and it is, therefore, likely that
each new piece of information contributed
to the subject will serve only to indicate
what may be done under prescribed circumstances, rather than to provide an over -all
solution. It seems to me that, unless it is
absolutely unavoidable, general and administrative expenses should not be allocated, nor should an attempt be made to
arrive at a net profit figure for each product. Instead, it is suggested that each
product's "selling profit" (i.e. gross profit
on sales, less selling expenses) be divided
by the total general and administrative expense figure, in order to arrive at a "contribution percentage" for each.
Perhaps little support could be given for
this method if the nature of indirect expenses were such that their distribution
could be relied upon as being sound and
accurate. The fact that this is generally not
the case, is the reason given for resorting
to the allocation basis, which is frankly admitted to be arbitrary. To carry allocation
as far as general and administrative expense runs into real communications difficulties. Despite the reservations kept in
mind by the accountants who compute
these arbitrary figures, it is difficult for
management to do other than instinctively
accept them without such reservations. Any
serious attempt by accountants to further
explain results can only confuse management or provoke a feeling of insecurity.
Such explanation amounts to saying that
figures have been provided which do not
have a solid basis or cannot be relied upon
as landmarks for operating guidance.
A particular problem in this connection
arises when one or more new products are
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

taken on or existing ones discontinued.
ks the allocation basis operates under the
tew distribution necessary, it is not easy
for management to see why one or more
products which heretofore have been considered profitable should overnight become
unprofitable, or vice versa, because of a
change in the line. Nevertheless, the accountant who is following the allocation
method can do little but show such reversal in results.
Adoption of the "contribution" method
does not eliminate the need for expla nation
when the percentages it requires change
markedly, due to a circumstance similar
to that just mentioned. However, the explanation is one which can readily be accepted by mana gement withou t causing the
feeling of uncertainty which results when
figures labeled (say) "cost of Product A"
and "net profit on Product A" have been
accepted as bedrock until subsequently upset by recalculations.
In brief, the fact tha t the figures resulting from allocation bear titles giving connotation of terms normally having the well defined meanings of "cost" or "net profit ",
raises an obsta cle which is not fou nd in the
"contribution" method, since the percentages
do not hold themselves out to be anything
other than indications of the degree to
which each product's selling profit has contribu ted to total general and administrative

expense.
Further, consideration of the basic financial relationships prevailing in business and
industry perhaps provides the means of
showing why management might be more
inclined to feel that the "contribution"
method figures are more natural ones to
use than figures resulting from allocation
of general expenses. Expenses of operating
an accounting department will serve as an
example. This is a service department, one
which produ ces no direct revenue itself and
therefore must look to revenue received
JUNE, 1952

from products or departments in order to
cover its expenses. The basic idea of the
contribu tion method is to determine, by use
of a percenta ge, whether or not revenu e is
sufficient to cover expense. For planning
and control purposes, each product's revenue is individually disclosed in this way
—those contributing what might be considered as low proportions being subject
to corrective action or explanation.
H. G. OBERLANDER, Washington Chapter

T U R N OVER AN D PR OF I T

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
M A N Y RETAIL CO MP AN IE S stress store inventory "turnover ". This is frequently compu ted by dividing the period's sales by the

average inventory at sales prices, so tha t a
figure is obtained representing the number
of times the inventory turns in a given
period. For example, $1,000,000 annual
sales divided by $100,000 average inventory gives a figure of ten or an inventory
turn of ten times. It is commonly thought
tha t the higher the turnover figu re the better, as indicating efficient movement of
merchandise and, hence, a minimum of
money tied up in inventory.
I suggest that there can be too much
emphasis placed on turnover and that, under
certain circumstances, sales and prestige are
lost to an extent which outweighs the apparent benefits of the high turn. For instance, if a retail store turnover figure is
sharply criticized, the manager may think
of wa ys to improve it, quite apa rt from the
goal of maximizing company profits. One
of the easiest ways will be to load up on
low -profit fast - moving items, giving undue
weight to the promotion of the sales of
these items at the expense of a well -balanced merchandising program. Of course,
gross profit is another and one of the important measures used by management, and
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it is not likely that slighting gross profit
to increase turnover would go long undetected. However, much damage may be
done before the matter is uncovered and
corrective action taken.
One company of which I k now has taken
a realistic view of this problem and has
developed a report for the use of manage.
ment in measuring turnover in terms of
overall good merchandising. This "turnover report" lists each store and the items
ordered each month. Applied to each of
the items ordered is the per cent of ma rkup
and the percent of the item volume at retail to the total volume at retail. This is
averaged per store, so that the average markup for a store falls in one of six brackets of
gross profit:
Group [—More than 25%
Group 2 -20% to 24%
Group 3 -15% to 19%
(last three brackets not shown)
The gross profit percentage bracket in
which the store falls is then related to the
turnover and, barring special local conditions requiring separate consideration, stores
will be classified to one of the four following brackets as a result of a combination of
the factors:
I. High turn —low gross items predominant.
(Gross profit would probably be too low.
Volume and customers may be lost by
ill- balanced stock.)
2. Low turn —low gross items predominant.
(Very poor management is evident. May
be an outgrowth of (I) if prompt action
not taken.)
3. Low turn —high gross items predominant.
(This may be a satisfactory situation if
the turn is not abnormally low. If it is too
low more emphasis on regular fast -moving items is indicated.)
4. High turn —high gross items predominant.
(This could be an ideal situation, but
one rarely occurring. More than likely
such a temporary condition would be
followed by a condition of (3).)
The truly ideal situation would be a
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normal turn in a normal bracket of gross
profit, evidencing a satisfactory movement
of a well - balanced stock at competitive
prices acceptable to the consumer.
S. MAR K LYON , JR ., Columbus Chapter

MORE THAN VIGILANCE— ACTION

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
THE PROPER DESIGN OF FORMS and a
carefully planned procedure for their use
offers a good opportunity for the cost minded accountant to reduce his compa ny's
costs by the elimination of waste in time,
work duplication, and excessive form costs.
Since clerical labor is the largest element of
cost involved in practically all office procedures, almost any reduction of labor cost will
more than offset increased form cost.
The job of clearing forms is usually performed by a forms analyst or by the controller, in large corporations, and the general accountant or bookkeeper in smaller
concerns. Enlightened firms, either by reason of experience or by trial and error
method, have come to the conclusion that
forms a nd their usage a re a job for the accountant. Having an over -all view of the
company's procedures and of the end - result
sought, the accountant is in an enviable position to handle the design and procedure
flow of forms to the maximum benefit of
the company. It is of primary importance
that all forms, whether new or already in
use, should clear through his office.
Of course, the accountant should consult
with the individuals actually working with
the forms, before forming his final opinion.
Often the best ideas are to be obta ined in
this way. It is important to approach the
problem in an unbiased manner.
Time after time, when forms are not controlled but are designed and ordered by
personnel not acquainted with the overall
procedures, the result is the ordering of
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

forms not adaptable to operations as a
whole. For example, enough copies may not
be included in the set for a particu lar form
to make one available to each department
which should have a copy. Another common error is the designing of forms in a
size not compatible with the filing system.
Also, frequently, there are needless dupli-

their education and experience has, in many
cases, singled them out for this work.
This is true in the writer's case and my
experience with two important problems
of church accounting may be helpful to

cations.
Consideration should be given to the
practicability of incorporating within a form
more than one basic functional usage, such
as the combining of an order and invoice
form or perhaps devising an order, invoice,
shipping order, bill of lading, shipping
label and packing slip combination. One
medium -sized concern with which the
writer is acquainted, has recently effected
savings of thousands of dollars a year in
office costs by combining forms, revising
procedures, and eliminating needless duplications.
I feel that increasing governmental demands for informa tion and reports, shrinking profit margins, and climbing labor costs,
make a golden opportunity for accountants
to prove their worth by revising forms a nd
procedures to cut costs and improve efficiency for their companies. This point
should be brought home to management
and the necessary authority delegated so
that a real job can be done.

I. Balancing of expenditures against income.
2. Counting and recording the weekly
receipts.

J. H. WIEDMERKolomazoo
AN APPROACH TO TWO PROBLEMS
IN CHURCH ACCOUNTING

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
IT I S P R OB AB L Y T RU E that there are no
cost accountants who make their livelihood
as full -time church accountants. It is probably also true that there are many N.A.C.A.
members who are involved on a voluntary
basis in the financial aspect of church
work, as members of the business organization of their church. The very nature of
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others.
These two problems are widely different
and have been met successfully. They are:

Each of these matters has been dealt
with from the viewpoint that the approach
and solution should be based on business
principles.
As to the first, whether the million dollar corporation, the medium -sized business,
the corner store, or the church is involved,
a more successful operation will result if
serious consideration is given to the budget
and budgetary control. This method was
applied to balancing expenditures against
income. There is not space for detail of
the application. Perhaps the most helpful
feature is the chart of accounts developed
in this endeavor for the church which has
successfully used these techniques the past
three years.
Chart of Accounts
Salaries
Minister
Student assistant
Secretary
Religious education
Sunday School
Church
Director of religious education
Office expense
Postage
Telephone
Paper and envelopes
Other supplies
Mimeograph supplies
Music
Organist and choir director
Voices
Music and upkeep of instruments
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Maintenance
Custodian
Insurance
Heating
Other utilities
Building and grounds
Furniture, fixtures and equipment
Church manse
Current expense
Advertising
Pulpit supply
Presbytery fax
Board of pensions
Allowances— Deacons
Flowers
News letter
Auto allowance
Food, parties, gifts, etc.
Travel
Special events
Miscellaneous (Items not provided for)
Church and Sunday school envelopes
Benevolence
Debt on sanctuary
Pay off
Interest

balancing operation. The second form, the
loose cash and check summary form, is prepared by other personnel of the group. It
summarizes the money counted by denominations of bills and coins and includes a
check listing.
The summary of receipts form is prepared by the financial secretary from the
other two forms. At the same time that
this is occurring, the others engaged in the
count are consolidating and packaging the
cash and making an overall summary of the
denominations, which will have to balance
against the totals worked up by the financial
secretary.
At the end of each month, tabulating
cards are punched and balanced against
controls for all the envelope receipts. Periodically these receipt cards are subtracted
from the pledge cards punched at the outset of the year. The balance of the pledges
is prepared and statements sent to the
membership. At the year end, a complete
summary of all envelope. payments is made
for the purpose of advising the membership
of their church contributions.
Modern methods and records are as necessary in church accounting as in business
enterprises. It is hoped that this brief summary of one approach to that objective will
be helpful.

The second problem, counting and recording the weekly receipts has always
been the source of difficulty, time- consuming, subject to errors and a continual
trouble to the depository, and to the members in knowing the status of their pledge
accounts. The solution of this nuisance
detail job under the plan developed, made
use of three simple forms plus permission
of the firm where the writer is employed
for the use, a brief time monthly, of its
H. W . LUENSTROTH, Sr. Louis Chapter
tabulating equipment. Most of the members
make a yearly pledge while others use
TO WRITE IS TO TALK
weekly envelopes for their contributions.
Editor,
N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
Then there are the loose collections from
the church and Sunday school services. In
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS involve a flow of
addition, there are a number of members paperwork which accompanied the flow of
whose payments are by check.
production. This flow of paperwork may
The detail of receipts form is a listing be shown on charts which are analogous to
filled out, one for each one helping at the those used for depicting the, movement of
count, for all the church envelopes. (There production. In fact, efficient flow of paper
is no need in this plan to sequence the work may be obtained only through proper
numbers.) Each person is responsible for coordination with production. Changes in
balancing his listing with the money. The one will often point to the desirability of
money is recorded by denominations in the changes in the other. Paperwork employed
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in accounting may be classified as directive,
descriptive, planning aids, records and informative.
Directive Forms —It is generally recognized
that written orders are superior to oral orders. Because they stay on record, they
eliminate misunderstandings due to differ.
ences in recollection and interpretation.
Memoranda are employed for many general
instructions but, when similar routine in.
structions must be given repeatedly, it is
preferable to use printed forms which require a minimum of writing and which are
more readily understood by employees because standardization makes for conciseness
and clarity. This is in keeping with a
fundamental principle of management that
routines should be established to take care
of constantly recurring detail.
One good example of directive paperwork is the voucher, which directs the
proper person to draw a check for a certain reason on a certain date. Other examples of directive*paperwork include employees' clock cards, materials requisitions,
shipping tickets, and purchase orders.
Descriptive Forms —Some description is usually included in directive forms. However,
there is a category of forms principally devoted to picturing procedures. Many of the
budget forms are of this type, merely describing the expected (or planned) course
of operations. Descriptive forms are a large
component part of procedure manuals.
Planning Aids —In contrast to the directive
and descriptive forms, there are many
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forms, the first and only purpose of which
is to facilitate the planning of future work.
These forms are maintained by the proper
office to assist in deciding when directive
and descriptive forms should be issued. Examples include the duplicate copies of purchase orders sent to the receiving and accounts payable departments, car - arrival
notices, and sometimes shipping tickets.
Records—These are the accountant's "bread
and butter ". Most forms will eventually become part of a record. Many provide only
temporary supporting data for other records.
Others become permanent records themselves. Examples are fixed assets ledger
cards, the various journals, and ledger accounts.
Informative Media —In a large organza.
tion, it is essential that the specialized work
of many individuals be coordinated. For
this purpose, it is most helpful to keep various departments and individuals informed
about what others are doing, rather than
merely assigning individual tasks. The shipping department is informed when orders
are received, the purchasing department is
informed when materials are received, and
the receiving department is notified when
orders are placed. Experience in large organizations has shown that it is highly desirable to disseminate as much information
as possible to all who are even indirectly
concerned with the work.
In short, forms are not just form. They
are, essentially, communication.
JAMES B. FOXWORTH, Chattanooga
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